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ABSTRACT 

The significance of signal- dependent noise is discussed. Particular emphasis is placed 
on the type of multiplicative noise present in the density variations in a photographic 
emulsion. A theoretical treatment of the effect of multiplicative noise on signal detection 
and signal discrimination problems is presented. Optimum test statistics are derived for 
processing a sampled message to detect the presence of a known signal. Multiplicative 
noise described by Poisson and Gaussian statistics is considered. The expressions are 
extended to include the two -signal discrimination problem. 

Two -dimensional signal fields in the presence of multiplicative noise are simulated 
in a computer and processed for optimum signal detection according to the two derived 
methods. These results are compared to the results of processing based on the assumption 
of stationary noise statistics. This comparison reveals that modest improvements (20% to 
30% reduction in false alarm rate) are obtained when the signal- dependent nature of the 
noise statistics is considered. The effects of signal -to -noise ratio, signal structure, and 
changing background level are also investigated. An example of optimum signal discrimi- 
nation using circles and squares as signals in multiplicative noise is reported. An improve- 
ment in the percentage of correctly identified signals is again observed when the proper 
test statistic is used. 

Two examples of signal filtering in the presence of signal -dependent noise are 
included. The first concerns the processing of a real star field to determine the location 
of weak stars. The second is an illustration of the signal information contained in the 
noise spectrum of a message recorded on a common photographic film. 

DESCRIPTORS: Signal detection, Multiplicative noise, Photographic film, Signal- dependent noise 
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TABULATION OF SYMBOLS USED 

s(x) Received message function 
u(x) Noise -free signal 
n(x) One -dimensional noise function 
n'(x) Stationary, signal- independent noise function 
pn(ñ) Joint probability density function for the noise 
ñ Set of noise values associated with a sampled message 
n(xi) ith noise sample 
a2 Noise variance 
Ps(f) Power spectral density 
Rss(x) Autocorrelation function for message s(x') 
u'(x) Signal function without background 
uo Background level, i.e., u(x) = u'(x) + uo 

N Number of samples used to cover one signal domain 
( si } Set of samples taken from single signal domain 
xo Distance between two locations 
Ho Hypothesis that no signal was recorded 
H1 Hypothesis that a signal was recorded 
A(nxo) A statistical measure of the likelihood that a signal was 

recorded at the nth location 
ao 2 Noise variance as measured at the background level uo 
ail Noise variance as measured at the signal level ui 
a Normalization constant equal to uo /ao 2 

Ac Decision threshold for A(nxo ) 
C(S,H) Cost of system as a function of state S and decision H 

S State of system, i.e., S = 0 when no signal was recorded 
and S = 1 for signal 

H2 Hypothesis that signal number 2 was recorded 
Bi ith plane in Fig. 6 -B optical system 
u i (u i) Radiation to the right (left) of ith plane 

uinc Radiation originating from noncoherent source 

ucoh Radiation originating from coherent source 
ti Amplitude transmission of ith plane 
Ii Intensity distribution in ith plane 
sp(m,n) Two -dimensional sampled description of the derived 

processing signal 
up Density of recorded photographic signal 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of science, in at least one sense, is the understanding of the nature of the 
real world based on simplified, artificial models. The laws and relationships that evolve 
from these idealized models are approximations. For most real world processes, the 
simpler models must be altered slightly or supplemented as the precision of the measure- 
ments on the process is improved. Frequently, there is a tradeoff between the utility of 
these simplified models and the accuracy of more complex ones. 

While this philosophical picture is, itself, an elementary model of the nature of 
science, it is a useful one for appreciating the significance of research on signal- dependent 
noise. Consider the results of a measurement on some physical system. Define these 
results as a message that contains some signal, which is of interest, and some noise, which 
is not. (This approach is more fully explained in Chapter 2.) When incorporating this 
message into some model, the easiest approach is to ignore the presence of the noise 
altogether. While this approximation can be justified for most messages, there are of 
course many processes that require an accounting of the noise. The next level of 
complexity is to assume that noise is an independent factor and can be added to the 
model accordingly. Again, considering the simplicity of the approximation, this assump- 
tion is remarkably satisfactory in explaining most cases involving noise. 

As expected, however, there are still many physical processes for which the con- 
cept of independent noise is inadequate. In most cases, one must decide whether the 
benefits of a more accurate model can justify the additional complication of letting the 
noise depend in some way on the signal. In practice, only a few isolated problems have 
been treated using noise that is signal dependent.' -4 

The motivation for the study presented here stems from a real problem in which it 
was decided that the independent noise assumption was inadequate. The problem in- 
volved the detection of faint star images recorded on a photographic plate. It was soon 
discovered that very little information is available concerning the practical problems in- 
volved in applying the principles of detection theory to two -dimensional signals recorded 
on photographic film. Furthermore, the existing techniques for optimum signal detection 
are based on signals recorded in the presence of additive, signal- independent, stationary 
noise. Unfortunately, the noise statistics for photographic film do not obey this model. 
For these reasons, a study was begun with the threefold intent of (1) developing a better 
understanding of the significance of signal- dependent noise, (2) deriving statistical tests 
for the optimum detection of signals recorded on photographic film, and (3) exploring 
the practical limitations of these tests. 

One difficulty in working with signal -dependent noise is the lack of appropriate 
mathematical tools. A result of this is that solutions tend to be highly specialized. 
Such parameters as the type of noise distribution, the nature of the signal, and the type 
of message processing desired, all affect the validity and usefulness of the solution. 
Consequently, a decision was made to study the general tools and techniques appropriate 
to an entire class of problems rather than to concentrate on a specific system to obtain 
results that are of little or no value in a slightly different application. This approach 
could best be realized by simulating two -dimensional signal detection problems on a 
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computer. Using this method, it was possible to answer the relevant questions without 
introducing additional, extraneous problems. 

A typical problem to which the tools developed in this study might be applied is 

that of data storage on photographic film. Techniques for recording signals on film and 
retrieving the unprocessed message by sampling the resulting film density are well known. 
The performance of a system of this type is usually limited by the system's ability to 
retrieve the original signal from the sampled, noisy message. Assuming that the noise 
statistics of the recording medium are known, questions that must be answered to deter- 
mine the performance of any proposed system include the following: What is the opti- 
mum test statistic to be used in determining the presence of a signal (code symbol)? 
What is the effect of the signal structure and size on its detectability? What is the 
significance of a change in the noise statistics? What is the loss in assuming additive, 
signal- independent noise statistics? What is the effect of adding a constant background 
level to the film? These are among the questions this study is attempting to answer. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOME PROPERTIES OF SIGNAL -DEPENDENT NOISE 

The purpose of this chapter is not to present a comprehensive study of multiplica- 
tive noise but simply to review a few of the concepts and definitions that will be helpful 
in following the later theoretical developments in this report. 

Signal- Independent Noise vs Signal- Dependent Noise 

Definition of Noise 

In general, noise is defined only in the context of an experiment. Consider, for 
example, a recording of density variations as a function of location on a grainy photo- 
graphic emulsion. If the desired measurement is an estimate of the mean background 
density, then the graininess is a source of noise. If one is studying the properties of film 
granularity, however, then the variations in the mean background level become the noise 
source. 

To avoid this ambiguity, it is necessary to exercise some care in making a general- 
ized definition of noise. If one begins by hypothesizing the existence of a signal -even 
though its functional form may be unknown -then the noise can be defined as that which 
alters the measurement of the hypothesized signal. Thus, for a simple one -dimensional 
message function, s(x), and a hypothetical signal, u(x), it is always possible to write 

s(x) = u(x) + n(x), 

where n(x) is the noise. 
Although n(x) is typically .a random process, it is also possible to have n(x) deter- 

ministic. In either case, the distribution of values of n(x) can be described by some joint 
probability density function, pn(ñ), where ñ = n(xl ), n(x2),...n(xN) is a complete set 
of N sample readings of n(x). In the case of a deterministic n(x), pn(ñ) is simply a 
multidimensional delta function. It should also be noted that pn(ñ) may depend in some 
way on the presence of the signal s(x). 

Signal- Independent Noise 

The preceding definition of noise may seem awkward. This, of course, is due to its 
generality. Fortunately, there are several simplifying conditions that can frequently be 
applied to this model. 

A fundamental assumption that will be used throughout this study is that of 
independent noise samples. This condition states that none of the sampled noise values, 
n(xi), depend on the values of any other samples. This condition permits the joint 
probability density function for n(x) to be written as the product of the probability 
density functions of the individual noise samples, for example, 

N 
pn(ñ) = II pn. [ n(x) ] 

i=1 1 
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The physical origins of this condition will be discussed at greater length under 
"Spectral Characteristics" in this chapter. 

A second major assumption is that of stationarity. A random process is said to be 
stationary if the statistics of the process are unaffected by a translation of the origin. In 
the case of n(x), which is assumed to consist of independent samples, stationarity simply 
means that 

pni[n(xi)] = pn.J [n(xj)] for all i,j. 

Therefore, the joint probability distribution can be written as 

pn(ñ) = [pni(ni)]N, 

where N is the number of sample points of n(x). 
Ergodicity is another fundamental assumption that is of particular importance in the 

measurement, or estimation, of distribution functions. If a function is ergodic, its statistics 
can be determined from a single, infinitely long sample, whereas averages over an ensemble 
of samples are normally required. Although this property is infrequently required in this 
study, it will be assumed true for all stationary processes unless otherwise stated. 

The conditions of stationarity and ergodicity of a noise source are extremely pow- 
erful and are usually assumed to be true. 

An additional property of noise is that of signal dependence. If the noise statistics 
are unaffected by the presence (or absence) of the signal, the noise is said to be signal 
independent. This property is necessary, but not sufficient, to permit the simplifications 
made for stationary and ergodic processes. 

Signal- Dependent Noise 

The issue of signal dependence is the crux of this study. Although the rewards 
gained in terms of a simpler noise model are good incentives for making the signal - 
independent noise assumption, it is not unreasonable to expect than any system limited 
by noise originating at the signal source will have some signal dependence in the noise. 
The seriousness of this approximation depends not only on the nature of the dependence 
but on the use to which the model will be applied. For example, most phototubes have 
relatively constant noise properties over low or moderate light levels, while for very high 
light levels, the detector noise increases with increased light. Fortunately, this is of 
justifiably little concern since at these high light levels the noise characteristics can 
usually be ignored. For other detectors such as photomultipliers and photographic emul- 
sions this problem is not so easily dismissed. 

The treatment of signal- dependent noise is difficult because it is neither stationary 
nor ergodic. In the general case, one knows only that 

and that 

s(x) = u(x) + n(x) 

n = n[x,s(x)] . 
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There are of course many possible functional forms of n[x,s(x)] . For example, a 

common type of dependence is 

n(x) = [u(x)] p n'(x), u(x) > 0, 

where p is some real number and n'(x) is a noise process that does not depend on u(x). 
A noise process of this form is frequently referred to as multiplicative noise. For the 
remainder of this report, however, the term multiplicative noise will refer specifically to 
the case where p = %z. That is, a signal will be said to be in the presence of multiplicative 
noise if the measured message, s(x), can be expressed as 

s(x) = u(x) i- [u(x)] 1/a n(x), 

where n(x) is now a stationary, signal- independent random process. The motivation for 
concentrating on this particular relationship will be discussed further under "Physical 
Origins" in this chapter. 

Two important, frequently -used properties of this type of multiplicative noise are 
(1) the mean, or expected value, of s(x), which is given by 

E {s(x)} = u(x) + [u(x)]1/2 E(n(x) }, 

and (2) the variance, a f 2 , which is given by 

a f2 = ant u(x), 

where ant is the variance of the equivalent signal- independent noise. 
The term "additive noise" will be used here as shorthand for stationary, signal - 

independent noise. The use of the descriptors additive and multiplicative can be mislead- 
ing, but they are commonly used in practice and will be retained here. To illustrate the 
qualitative difference between additive and multiplicative noise, Fig. 1 shows a Gaussian 
signal in the presence of the two different noise types. In (A) the variance of the noise is 

constant for all x whereas in (B) the variance increases as u(x) increases. In both cases, 

the mean value of the noise is zero. 

SIGNAL 

"ADDITIVE" NOISE 

(A) 

f(x) = s(x) + n(x) 

"MULTIPLICATIVE" NOISE 

(B) 

Fig. 1. Comparison of additive and 
multiplicative noise. 

f(x) = s(x) + [s(x)]1/2 . n(x) 
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Probability Distributions 

Common Single- Variable Distributions 

So far, the form of the probability density function pn has been left arbitrary. 
Although there are an infinite number of possible distributions, only a few are commonly 
used in practice. The three distributions that will be used in this study are among the 
most common.' ,6 They are the Gaussian (or normal), the Poisson, and the log normal 
distributions. 

The Gaussian distribution is the most common. For a signal given by s(x) = u(x) + 

n(x) the signal is said to obey Gaussian statistics at the point xo if 

ps[s(xo)] = [1/(2iru2)1/2] exp(- 1 /2[s(xo) - u(x0)12 /02). 

It should be noted that for the processes being considered in this study, it will be 
necessary to restrict this distribution to positive values of s(xo ). The significance of this 
fundamental limitation is discussed in Chapter 5. 

The Poisson distribution is given by 

ps[s(xo)] = exp[-u(xo)] 
(xo ) s(xo ) 

This distribution occurs in many natural processes and is particularly important in photo - 
multiplier and photographic film noise. 

The third distribution of interest in this study is the log normal distribution. This 
is given by 

ps[s(xo)] « exp(pG[s(xo)]) 

where pG [s(x0)] is a Gaussian distribution. Detailed studies of these statistical forms are 
available in many texts. 

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of these three functions along with plots of typical 
messages, s(x) = uo + n(x), with statistics determined by each of the three distributions. 

It is of interest to note that in the limit as uo - 00, all three distributions become 
identical. 

It should also be pointed out that the Poisson and log normal distributions are 
inherently nonstationary. Only in the Gaussian case is it possible to write a distribution 
function for the noise contribution that does not change as u(x) changes. In particular, 
the noise variance, u2 

, is a function of uo , for the Poisson and log normal distributions. 

Multivariable Distributions 

When dealing with signal detection problems, one must know not only the distribu- 
tion of noise values at a single point, but also the joint probability density function for 
the entire signal array. If the signal consists of k discrete points labeled s1 , s2 ,...sk 
[s1 = s(x1), s2 = s(x2 ), etc.] , and if the noise values at each of these points are statisti- 
cally independent, then it is possible to express the joint probability density function 
pS (s1 i s2 ,...sk) as the product of the individual functions ps,1 (si). 



C>AV55IAN 

P=(S) 

POISSON 

LOG, NoRHAL 

s 

s 

Probability distributions for vari- 
able with mean and standard de- 
viation given by uo. 

SUO 

7 

X 

} o 

Typical message samples. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of Gaussian, Poisson, and log- normal noise distributions. 

In the case of a stationary process, the Gaussian distribution for a k- dimensional 
signal becomes simply 

k 

I(;-2) 
lh 

ps (s ) H exp [ -11/22(si - ui)2 /Q2 ] 
i=1 

(1 \ k/2 
( 

1 

2702/ eXp l 2Q2 
(si -1021. 

i=1 

In the case of a signal in the presence of noise that is signal dependent, the 
Gaussian model becomes 

1 

) 
/ 

exp -/k (si - ui)2 /Qi2 
ps (S ) i= 1 

27Q 2 i=1 ) 

Similarly, the Poisson distribution becomes 

ps{s ) = II 
i=1 

e-u) (ui) Si 

si! 

These expressions will be used to derive optimum signal detection techniques in 
Chapter 3. 
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Spectral Characteristics 

White Noise 

The frequency spectrum is an important tool in the study of signal processing. The 
spectral analysis of deterministic signals is extremely fundamental and is presented in 

many elementary textbooks. When noise (statistical uncertainty) is present, it is of inter- 
est to examine the power spectral density. Qualitatively, this is a measure of the noise 
power density per unit frequency interval. For a real stationary random process s(x), the 
power spectral density Ps(f) is given by 

00 

Ps(O = f Rss(x)e- i2rrfxdx 
-00 

where Rss(x) is the ensemble autocorrelation function, i.e., 

Rss(x) = E { s(x')s(x' + x) } 

00 

= f s(x')s(x' + x)pss[s(x'), s(x' + x)] d[s(x')] d[s(x' + x)] . 

_00 

The term white noise can now be defined as any noise process that has a constant 
Ps(O for all f of interest, or a process for which the autocorrelation function is effec- 
tively a delta function. It should be noted that the power spectral density function Ps(f) 
also contains the signal power spectrum as an independent additive function. 

Effects of Signal -Dependent Noise 

The preceding expressions were based on the assumption that the autocorrelation 
function is independent of shifts in the x origin. The autocorrelation is still easily defined 
for a nonstationary (signal dependent) random process as 

Rss(xi,x2) = E{s(xl) s(x2)}. 

Unfortunately, the simple picture of the power spectral density being the Fourier trans- 
form of Rss is now lost. This problem will be further touched on under "Simple 
Filtering" in Chapter 4. 

Physical Origins 

Probability Theory 

If the probability that an event occurs on any given trial is p, then the probability, 
pn(k), that the event occurs k times in n trials is given by 

pn(k) _ (n/k)pkgn-k 

_ n! k n-k 
k!(n-k)! p q 

q = 1-p. 



The Poisson theorem states that if 

n > 1 andp << 1, 

then pn(k) can be approximated by 

e- np(np)k 
pn(k) - id 

This is the well -known Poisson distribution and has the properties 

and 

E{k} = np 

var { k} = 02 = np. 
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If in addition to the above restrictions we also have np > 1, the DeMoivre -Laplace 
theorem may be used to give 

1 

pn(k) = 
N/ 27rnpq 

exp [ -1/2(k - np)2 /npq l 

This is a Gaussian distribution with the properties 

and 

E {k} = np 

var { k } = npq = np 

It is significant that this Gaussian distribution is simply a special case of Poisson 
process and that both distributions are possible models for the same physical process. 

Photomultiplier Tube 

A familiar example of the many applications of these theorems is the photomul- 
tiplier tube. If a PM tube has an integrating time constant T, then the current is propor- 
tional to the number of electrons, i, that arrive during the interval T. By subdividing r 
into many intervals AT, each interval becomes an event, and the probability of an elec- 
tron arrival during that interval is p = Q'OT where a is the average number received per 
unit time. The number of events, n, is given by T /Or. By making AT sufficiently small, 
the two constraints, n > 1 and p << 1, can be satisfied. Thus, the probability of measuring 
a PM tube current of i at some sample time is 

e- ar(ar)i 
PT(i) _ 

i! 
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If ar > 1, the distribution becomes Gaussian. The mean and variance for both 
distributions is i = Qi2 = ar. 

Clearly, the noise statistics for this process are a function of the signal level. 

Photographic Film 

The noise characteristics of a signal recorded on a photographic emulsion are ex- 
ceedingly complex. However, it is possible to make remarkably good predictions of some 
simple properties through the use of a very elementary model. If the film density, D, 
measured in a sample area, A, on an emulsion can be assumed proportional to the 
number of exposed grains in A, then the problem becomes analogous to the PM tube 
example. If E is the average number of developed grains per unit area (proportional to 
exposure) then the distribution of density values can be expressed by 

e-EA(EA)D 

D! 

As the exposure (or sample area) is increased, the quantity EA increases and the 
distribution becomes Gaussian with D = EA = QD2. Since the recorded signal, u(x), is 

proportional to E, it is possible to approximate the variance of the recorded message as 
QD2 (x) = ku(x). This property will be used extensively in Chapter 3. 

A review of the many studies of photographic film noise tends to suggest that no 
single simple model will ever give good results under all conditions.' ,8 Although the 
above model is admittedly crude, the results have been found to give reasonably good 
agreement with most empirical measurements. In any case, it is a far better model than 
assuming the grain noise statistics to be entirely independent of the signal density as is 

frequently done. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROCESSING METHODS 

For signals in the presence of multiplicative noise, as well as for stationary pro- 
cesses, there are many types of processing that are of interest. In this chapter, theoretical 
developments for three different processing problems are given. They are (1) signal detec- 
tion, (2) signal discrimination, and (3) filter theory. It is assumed that the reader already 
has some familiarity with these subjects.9 Although most of this report is concerned only 
with these three subjects, it should not be concluded that these are the only cases where 
the presence of nonstationary noise is of potential concern. This chapter is limited to 
these subjects only because it is felt that a contribution to the existing literature can be 
made in these areas. 

Signal Detection 

Statement of the Problem 

Consider the following typical signal detection problem. An encoded message is 

stored, for simplicity, as a one -dimensional array on a photographic emulsion. The code is 

binary with a "1" being indicated by the presence of a signal pulse u'(x). A typical form 
for u'(x) would be a rectangle -bandlimited by the recording optics and the photographic 
medium. A "0" is indicated by the absence of a signal pulse. The signals are recorded 
only at intervals of xo where xo is slightly larger than the width of the pulse. A typical 
message segment is shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Typical binary message segment. 
The pulse, u'(x), can occur only at centers given by nxo; s(x) is always O. 
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Note that the message, s(x), contains noise, n(x), and a background density, uo , in 
addition to the signal pulses, s(x - nxo). The background density can be incorporated 
either into the noise or into the signal. Unfortunately, either choice can lead to some 
notational difficulties. To minimize these problems, the following definition will be used: 

u(x) = u'(x) + u0 

Both u(x) and u'(x) will be used throughout the remainder of this discussion. 
What is now desired for this problem is a detection scheme. For computational 

convenience, assume that s(x) has been sampled at a rate such that the noise samples are 
independent but no signal aliasing has occurred. Suppose the signal, {si }, consists of a set 
of N samples { si , s2 ,...5N } for each interval nxo ± x0/2. We now wish to process these N 

values in each interval in a way that permits the fewest wrong decisions as to whether the 
intended symbol was a "0" or a "1". 

General Solution 

to 

To find an optimum solution to this problem, we would like to compare 

p(H1 
I 
{si }) = Prob [u'(x - nxo) occurred I given that {si } was received] 

p(Ho I{ si } ) = Prob [u'(x - nxo) did not occur I given that { si } was received] . 

In general, it is not possible to write simple, analytic expressions for these probabil- 
ities. However, with the aid of Bayes' theorem, the expressions can be rearranged into 
something easier to handle. Bayes' theorem gives the relationship between two condi- 
tional probabilities as 

p(AIB) p(B) = p(BIA) P(A). 

Using this relationship, the desired probabilities become 

p(Hil {si }) = 13(H1) p( {si }iH1) 
P( {si }) 

and 

p(Ho I {s1 }) = P(Ho) 
p( {s }IH0) p({ si }) 1 

To eliminate the unknown probability p({ si D, evaluate the ratio of p(H1 I {si }) and 
p(Ho I {si }). This gives no loss of information since the desired decision will be based on 
which of the two situations was more likely to have occurred: 

p(H1 I {si }) P(H1) P( {si } IH1) 

Palo I {si }) p(Ho ) p( {si }I Ho ). 
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Note that p(H1) and p(Ho) are a priori probabilities and are constant for any given 
system. Thus, 

p(H1 I{ si }) « p( {si} IH1) A(nxo ). 
p(Ho I{ si }) p( {si }IHo 

The quantity A(nx0) can, in principle, be evaluated for any hypothetical signal 
location. The higher the value of A(nx0), the more likely it is that a signal (pulse) 
occurred at nxo . The choice of a threshold value of A(nx0) for making a decision is a 

problem in decision theory that is discussed in the next chapter. 

Solutions for Three Different Noise Distributions 

The evaluation of A(nx0) depends on the probability distribution of the noise. If, 
for example, one makes the common assumption that the noise is stationary, independent 
and Gaussian, the needed probabilities become 

and 

p({ si }IH1) 

p({ si }Rio) 

= 

= 

N/2 

(2 

N 
E-1/2 

i=1 

( N 
I -1/21 

l 
(si - ui)2 

/a0 2 

J 

(si - u0)2 /ao 2 

(Osi)N 

(Osi)N 

exp Qo 2) 

N/2 
(27rao 

2) 
exp 

or 

Solving for the ratio of these probabilities, one obtains 

N 
A(nxo )= ezp( 1 2 [ 2si(uo - ui) - ui2 - uo 2] 

log [A(nxo)] _ 

200 i=1 

12 N 
siui' 1 2 (ui2 - u0 2 ). 

ao i=1 2ao i=1 

Note that the only term in this expression that depends on the measured message 
values is siui'. The second term is a bias term that is constant for a given u(x) and a 

constant background. 
The bias term has the effect of normalizing the measurement to remove the signal 

energy as a variable. This is important in decision theory and in applications where more 
than one type of signal is present, but in this simple example it is of little significance. 

The significance of this result is that if the measured message s(x) is convolved 
with the known signal shape and evaluated at x = nxo , the value obtained is proportional 
to the probability that u'(x - nx0) was actually present. This development can be recog- 
nized as a derivation of the matched filter.' ° It should be remembered, however, that 
this result -as well as the use of the matched filter -is an optimum process only when the 
noise is stationary and independent. 
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Consider the case where the distribution of message values, si, is determined by 
Poisson statistics. The conditional probabilities are now 

p({ si} IH, ) = 
e-«ui (i) si 

i= 1 

N 
p( {s }IHo ) = II 

e-auo ) Si 

i=1 si 

where a is a normalizing constant given by a= uo /ao 2 . With the Poisson distribution the 
mean and variance are equal. This makes normalization by a necessary since few real 
process variables have this property. 

The ratio of these probabilities, A(nx0), is 

or 

N 
A(nx0) = II e-a(ui - uo ) (ui/uo )si 

i=1 

N N 
log[A(nx0)] _ s log(ui/uo) - aui'. 

i=1 i=1 

Comparing this result to that obtained for stationary noise, it is seen that both 
contain a bias term and a processing signal that is convolved with s(x) and evaluated at 
x = nxo . The fundamental difference between the two noise cases is in the structure of 
the processing signal. The significance of these differences in structure has been investi- 
gated experimentally and is discussed in Chapter 4. 

Finally, consider the case where the noise is Gaussian distributed but has a variance 
that is proportional to the signal level, u(x); that is, 

ai2 = kui. 

The proportionality constant can be determined from a knowledge of the variance ao 2 of 
the background in the presence of the signal: 

0o2 = kuo or k = a02/u0 

ai2 = ao 2 /uo ui . 

The ratio of probabilities for a Gaussian process with a signal- dependent variance is 

given by 

A(nxo ) 
N 

= II (ao /a) . 

i=1 

exp (_½[(sj - ui)2 /ai2 - (si - u0 )2 /ao 2 ] ` . 

Using the above expression for ai, one obtains 

A(nx0) 
N 

= )1/2 exp 1 s2 (u0/u 
i=1 1 2a02 1 ui 

+ uo (ui - uo 1 
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or 

log A(nx0) = -'/2 I log(ui /u°) + 1 2 E si2 (u1 
/ 

- u0 2 E u' . 

Zao i =1 2a0 i =1 ui / i =1 1 

Here again are bias terms and a convolution term. This time, however, the process- 
ing signal is not convolved with the message directly but with si2. 

Shown below is a comparison of optimum signal detection techniques for the three 
different noise distributions. 

Quantity 

Message used 
in processing 

Processing 
signal 

Stationary 
Gaussian 

12 {ui} 
00 

Bias 1 ui2 2 

terms 20021 ( o ) 

Poisson 

log-1 
uo 

a(ui - 110) 

Multiplicative 
Gaussian 

u' uo , log -1 + z ui u0 2a0 

Decision Theory 

Test statistics for three different noise distributions have been developed. These tests, 
when applied to a received message, yield values that are proportional to the probability 
that one of the signals was present at the message point in question. The problem of 
taking these statistical values and selecting a threshold for making the best decision as to 
whether or not the signal was there has not been discussed. Although this study is 

primarily concerned only with detection processing, a few of the principles of decision 
theory are presented here as an aid in understanding the processing methods. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the schematic relationship between decision theory and detection 
theory in the monitoring of some arbitrary system. 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of 
decision theory model. 

SYSTEM 

STATE S 

MONITOR 

MESSAGE 

COST C(S,H) < 

s(x) = u(x) + n(x) 

RESPONSE (H) 

DETECTION 

AND 

PROCESSING 
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In the system shown, only two possible states are considered. Either u(x) is present 
(hypothesis H = 1) or it is not (hypothesis H = 0). Information about the system is 
detected by the monitoring unit and processed in some optimum manner to provide the 
statistic, A(x). The value of A at any point x is a measure of the probability that the 
correct hypothesis is either H = 0 or H = 1. Depending on the value of the threshold, Ac, 
one of the two hypotheses is accepted and an appropriate response is made. 

In this simple two -state system, four different situations are possible. They are 
(1) u(x) occurs and decision H = 1 is made (correct decision), (2) u(x) occurs and decision 
H = 0 is made (miss), (3) u(x) does not occur and decision H = 1 is made (false alarm), 
and (4) u(x) does not occur and decision H = 0 is made (correct decision). A relative cost 
to the system, C(S,H) is assigned to each of four possible situations. The state parameter 
S is either 1 or 0 depending on whether u(x) did or did not occur. 

It is now possible to find an optimum value for the threshold Ac. It is desired to 
select Ac so that the expected value of the cost of the system is a minimum. The 
expected cost is given by 

to 

E { C(S,H) = C(0,0) Prob (S = 0, H = 0) + C(0,1) Prob (S = 0, H = 1) 

+ C(1,0) Prob (S = 1, H = 0) + C(i,l) Prob (S = 1, H = 1). 

It is possible to find a minimum for this expression by using relationships similar 

Prob (S = 0, H = 0) = pof sc(x) p[sc(x) /S = 0] d[s(x)] , 
00 

where po is the a priori probability that u(x) will not occur and sc(x) is some decision 
boundary in the multidimensional space spanned by the message s(x) (see Chapter III of 
Ref. 9). Following this approach one finds that the minimum cost is given by 

p(sc/S = 1) po C(0,1) - C(0,0) 
p(sc/S = 0) 1 - po C(1,0) - C(1,1) c 

Thus, Ac is an optimum decision threshold for the test statistic, A(x), based on the 
a priori signal occurrence probability and the relative costs of the four possible decision 
situations. 

Detection Plots 

In evaluating the performance of a system such as shown in Fig. 4, it should be 
noted that only two parameters are required to characterize the four possible decision 
situations. The most commonly chosen parameters are the detection probability given by 

ß =f p [ s(x)/u = 1 ] ds(x) 
sc 
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and the false alarm probability given by 

00 

a = 
Js 

p[s(x)/S = 0] ds(x). 
c 

The effectiveness of the monitoring system can be displayed by plotting detection 
and false alarm probabilities as a function of the decision threshold, Ac. Fig. 5 is a 

typical plot used in this study. Each curve is the locus of points obtained as Ac is 

changed. Note that as the probability of detection is increased by decreasing the 
threshold from Ac i to Ace the probability of a correct decision when no signal is present 
(1 - a) decreases. The performance indicated by curve B is better than that of curve A. 
This may be due to a better processing method or it may simply represent the same 
receiver operating at a higher signal -to -noise ratio. The dotted straight line represents the 
worst case, where decisions are made purely on the basis of chance. 

0.5 

General Solution 

I. o 

Fig. 5. Typical detection curve. 

Plot p(H = 1/S = 1) vs p(H = 0/S = 0) 
as a function of A. Curve B is a 
better performance than A. 

Signal Discrimination 

In theory, the problem of signal discrimination is exactly like the detection prob- 
lem. Conceptually, the two situations may be quite different. While signal detection 
decides whether a known signal is present at a particular location or not, signal discrimi- 
nation decides which of two (or more) known signals are present. Signal detection may 
be thought of as the special case of signal discrimination where one of the two possible 
signals is the null signal. 

Following the development pattern in the preceding section, consider the following 
two probabilities: 

and 

p(H, I{ si } ) = Prob [ul'(x - nxo) occurred ¡ given that { s} was received] 

p(H2 I{ si} ) = Prob [u2 '(x - nxo) occurred given that {si} was received] 
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where 

ui '(x) = ui (x) - uo 

and 

u21(x) = u2(x) - uo 

are the two possible signals occurring at locations given by nxo . 

The ratio of these probabilities is formed and found to be 

p(Hi I 
{si }) p({ s011-11) _ A(nxo ). 

p(H2 I {si }) p({ si } IH2 ) 

Again, A(nxo) is a test statistic that depends on the noise distribution and can be 
calculated for a received message {si} . In actually making the decision as to which of the 
signals was present, decision theory is used to establish some optimum threshold value for 
A(nxo ). 

Solutions for Three Different Noise Distributions 

Solutions for A(nx0) are obtained in the same manner as for the signal detection 
case. Thus, without repeating the expressions given for the detection case, the results for 
the same three noise distributions are as follows. 

Stationary noise 

or 

N 
-20.02 A(nx0) = exp 
-1 

X [(si - u102 - (si - u202] 2l 
i=1 

log[A(nxo)l = 

Poisson noise 

or 

1 N 2 E Si(u1i - u2i) - 
0o i=1 

1 N 2 2 

2002 l ì u2i 
o i=1 

N 
A(nx0) = II exp [-a(u11 - u2i)] (uli/u2i)Si 

i=1 

N N 
log[A(nxo)] = si log(uli/u2i) -a y, (uli - u2i) 

i=1 i=1 

Multiplicative Gaussian noise (012 = 00 2/uo ui) 
N - (si -u -uo (i l ) A (nx ) = (2.i)l/2expI 

lii=1 s 2002\ u1 u2i 

or 

II N N 
log[A(nx0)] = -'/2 F logs 11 + U0 si2 ¡ 1 1 

1 - _z (u1 i - u2i) 
i=1 S2 i 200 i=1 u2i Ui i 20o i=1 
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Shown below is a comparison of these results according to their use in a discrimi- 
nation problem. 

Quantity 

Message used 
in processing 

Processing 
signal 

Bias 
terms 

Stationary 
Gaussian 

l 2 11111 - u2i1 

1 

2ao i 
z - u212) 

Multiplicative 
Poisson Gaussian 

is4 }si2} 

!log 1L1 
u2i 

(1 I 

2(102 11.12i u'i 

- u2i) 1/2 log11-1 + Uo2 (ul; - u2;) 
s2; 2(10 

The results in this and the preceding section were applied to a range of signal 
detection and discrimination problems. This work and its significance are discussed in 
Chapter 4. 

Filter Theory 

Optical Filtering Analogy 

The analogy between electrical and optical systems has been studied extensively in 
recent years.' 1 '1 2 The use of coherent light, made practical by the discovery of the laser, 
has provided motivation for much of the exchange between electrical and optical theo- 
ries. This analogy has proven to be of mutual benefit to both sciences. In particular, the 
exploitation of coherent optical processing was greatly facilitated by the existence of the 
appropriate analytic tools in electrical systems analysis. Similarly, the ability to observe 
and manipulate such things in optics as frequency and power spectra has provided insight 
to the study of classical filter theory. 

The electro- optical analogy can be best appreciated by referring to Fig. 6, which 
illustrates a typical coherent optical image forming system. 

Briefly, if the field to the right of plane B is given by ui (x1 ,Y1) = ui (x1 ,y1) 
ti (x1 ,y, ) then the optical equivalents to the system in Fig. 6A are given by: 

Electrical 

Complex input signal u1(t) 
Complex output signal u2 (t) 
Filter frequency spectrum H(w) 
Signal power spectrum Ps(w) 
System impulse response h(t) 

Optical 

Complex field ui (x1,Y1) 
Complex field u3 (x3 ,y3 ) 
Exit pupil transmission H2 (x2 ,y2) 
Observed intensity I2 (x2 ,y2 ) 
Point spread function u3 (x3 ,y3 ) 

for point source at u1 (0,0) 
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U,, (t) 
(input) 

h (t) 

(A) Passive system characterized by impulse response, h(t). 

y. L, yI- 

t,V`1`3,) 

I' 

B, 

-F * f > 

H-3.0(2,`Ss) 

U,,It) 

(output) 

3 

X3 

< f --} 

U3Lñ3,y3) 

(B) Optical equivalent to A; u i (xi ,y1) is the incident complex field and 
ti(xi,yi), H2(x2,y2) are amplitude transmission functions. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of optical and electrical systems. 
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Noise Analogy 

The optical system shown in Fig. 6 is usually applied only to coherent incident 
fields. When noncoherent light is used, the system is generally reformulated so that 
intensity [ lu(x,y)12 ] becomes the linear variable. In the context of the coherent system, 
however, noncoherent light takes on a different significance. It plays the role of additive, 
uncorrelated noise.13 

Assuming this to be true, it is then possible to express any message as the sum of a 
signal and a noise term as defined in Chapter 2 by 

ui (xi ,Y1 ) = ucoh(xi ,Y1) + ulñc(xi ,Y1 ) 

= [uoh(xi ,y1) + uinc(xi ,y1)] ' t1 (x1 ,YI ). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, it is possible to have noise that is not everywhere uncorre- 
lated. This means that u ue(x1 ,y1 ) is, in fact, partially coherent. While partially correlated 
noise is not an unreasonable physical assumption (all real noise sources as well as real 
field disturbances have some small correlation length), this report will continue to be 
restricted to the case of independent noise samples. 

It is also possible to have noise (u uc) that depends on the signal (ucoh). Note that 
ut is given by ut =1., t1 . Thus if the signal is defined as some feature in the amplitude 
screen, t1 , then u c, which has also passed through the screen, will be modulated by t1 

and given noise statistics that are dependent on the signal. If, on the other hand, the 
signal information is contained in ucoh(x1 ,y1) and t1(x1 ,y1) is a clear aperture (or, 
perhaps, a field stop) then the noise, u c, will not be influenced by the presence of the 
signal ucoh 

The field in plane B2 is described by the Fourier transform of the field in plane 
BI . Thus, the intensity distribution, I2 (x2 ,y2) « 1u2 (x2 ,y2 )12 

, is proportional to the 
power spectral density P Physically, B2 contains the power spectrum from ucoh 

(x1,y1) plus contributions from u c(x1 ,y1). If u uc(x1 ,y1 ) is stationary, the simple 
relationships discussed under "Spectral Characteristics" in Chapter 2 apply. If u ñc(x1 ,Y1 ) 
is effectively uncorrelated, then the intensity distribution I2 (x2 ,y2) is uniform and the 
noise is described as white. 

It is in the case where the noise is not stationary, however, that this model is of 
greatest benefit. Although the intensity in the B2 plane is uniform for noncoherent 
irradiation, there may still be some information in the amplitude distribution u2 (x2 ,y2 ) 

(frequency spectrum) before it is squared. If u uc(x1,Yi ) is considered to be the product 
of an uncorrelated uniform intensity field, uinc(x1 ,y1),2 , and an aperture with transmis- 
sion given by t1 (x1 ,y1 ), then the problem can be solved by the application of optical 
partial coherence theory. For the conditions given in this problem the Zernike -Van 
Cittert theorem states that the field in the B2 plane from a uc(x1 ,y1) will be partially 
coherent and that the coherence function will be proportional to the Fourier transform 
of t1 (x1 ,y1) obtained by irradiating the aperture t1 with coherent light. 
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If, for example, the noise is signal dependent (the signal information is contained 
in the aperture ti (xi , yl )) and ui consists of ucoh + uinc, then it is possible to filter out 
the signal spectrum from ucoh and yet still extract information about the signal due to 
the partial coherence of the noise spectrum in the B2 plane. Partial coherence theory also 
states that this information can be observed in the B3 plane through the proper choice of 
filters in the B2 plane. Thus, for a signal in the presence of signal- dependent noise, more 
information about the input signal can potentially be extracted from the filtered signal 
than if the noise were signal independent. 

Multiplicative Noise Model 

As this report is concerned almost exclusively with the type of noise generated by 
a Poisson process, it is of interest to determine what the equivalent optical system for 
such a process would be. 

In the Gaussian approximation to the Poisson process, it is clear that the noise can 
be considered as a stationary noise source modulated by the square root of the signal. 
That is, in terms of the notation used for a general message, 

s(x) = u(x) + n(x) , 

where n(x) _ [u(x)] lh n'(x) and n'(x) is a stationary noise distribution. Under these 
conditions, both the mean and variance of s(x) are proportional to u(x). 

This process can be simulated by the system shown in Fig. 6 if 

and 

ucoh(xi ) = [U(x)l 1/2 

uinc(xi ) = n'(x) 

tl (xi ) = [u(x)] 1/2 

Under these conditions, the incident message is then given by 

ui (xi = (ucoh + uinc)t(x1) 

ui (xi ) = u(xi ) + [u(x1)1- n'(x1 ) 

This system is now a possible model for a Poisson process with mean value and variance 
equal to u(x). 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

All of the experiments performed in this study have certain features in common. 
They are concerned with some form of noisy signal array. The array is sampled and the 
data are then processed by several different methods. Conclusions are then drawn by 
comparing the results of these different processing methods. 

Most of the experiments deal with the problem of signal detection. Part of this 
emphasis is because it appears that this is the area of greatest promise for the application 
of the signal- dependent noise model and part is because many of the results can be 
applied directly to other processing problems. 

Experimental Methods 

Computer Simulation 

The greatest potential application of this work is probably in the processing of 
signals stored on a photographic emulsion. It would seem reasonable, therefore, to per- 
form the experimental work on photographic emulsions. Unfortunately, there are some 
complicating factors that make such a plan impractical. These factors stem from the 
nature of the noise in photographic emulsions. As discussed in Chapter 2, the simple 
multiplicative noise model is, at best, an approximation. Most of the questions about the 
signal- dependent noise processing methods involve questions of degree of improvement. 
Because this degree is typically small, it was felt that the large uncertainties introduced by 
statistical variations in a photographic emulsion could not be tolerated. For example, differ- 
ences between the stationary Gaussian and the multiplicative Gaussian models might be 
observed but it is doubtful that .a distinction could be made between the multiplicative 
Gaussian and the multiplicative Poisson distributions. Because photographic film is not the 
only possible medium for application of these theories, it was decided that these more 
subtle distinctions should be measured and that the complicating factor of noise distribu- 
tions in a photographic emulsion could better be left as the subject of a separate study. 

The best alternative medium that would permit the study of small differences in the 
processing methods was the computer. Through the use of the computer one could guaran- 
tee the nature of the noise distribution, the independence of the noise samples, the signal 
distribution, and an accurate knowledge of all other parameters used in any given experi- 
ment. Furthermore, the use of the computer for simulating data fields proved to be many 
times faster than recording a field on film and sampling with a densitometer. The latter 
method was successfully attempted, however. The results were processed by the computer 
and, except for the difficulties mentioned above, such a technique proved entirely feasible. 

The computer used throughout this study was CDC's model 6400. 

SIMULAT Program 

A program was written in Fortran (extended version) to accomplish the task of 
taking a given signal shape, bandlimiting it, sampling it, reproducing an array of these 
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signals on a background, and adding noise according to some desired distribution. The 
program had to be altered frequently to accommodate the requirements of a particular 
experiment, such as in the simulation of circularly symmetric, nonseparable signals, but 
the basic outline of the SIMULAT program remained unchanged. 

Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing the essential features of SIMULAT. A copy of the 
actual program (used for producing bandlimited square signals in the presence of Gaussian 
multiplicative noise) is included as Appendix I. 

( START) 

DEFINE CONTINUOUS 
SIGNAL uc(x,y) 

FIND FOURIER TRANSFORM 
OF uc(x,y) 

GENERA'1'E UNIT BANDLIMITED 
SAMPLED SIGNAL u'(m,n) 

IN FIET,D OF SIZE NSUBX, NSUBY 

l 
ADD BACKGROUND uo AND 

NOISE TO FIET,T) SAMPLE POINTS 

REPEAT TO OBTAIN 
ARRAY NSIGX, NSIGY 

OF SIGNALS 

STORE ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 

( STOP) 

Fig. 7. Flow chart for SIMULAT computer program. 
This program is used to simulate a field of bandlimited, sampled signals in the 
presence of noise of a known distribution. 
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There are several potential difficulties in simulating a signal field. First, all data are 
sampled. This is necessary regardless of whether the field is an actual densitometer trace 
of a photographic film or the output of a computer program because the processing 
methods have all been designed to be implemented on a digital computer. 

Sampling the final field, however, raises other problems. The signals must be band - 
limited or potentially valuable information might be lost during the sampling process. 
Furthermore, it is desirable to keep the number of sample points per signal low to keep 
the time required to process the field of signals low. As these are two -dimensional signals, 
a signal requiring only five sample points in one dimension will require a total of 25 

sample points in two dimensions. This is also the size of the processing signal that must 
be convolved with the signal array. Since some arrays contain approximately 105 points, 
it is important to keep the size of the processing signal relatively small. Thus, it is 

necessary to exercise some care in bandlimiting the continuous signal uc(x,y) and in 
selecting the sample spacing and field size. The relationship between these quantities is 

shown in Fig. 8. 
The bandlimiting process is actually accomplished by assuming that the given signal 

uc(x,y) is periodic (not an unreasonable approximation since uc(x,y) typically occurs in 
large arrays). By doing this, the signal spectrum can then be expressed as a sampled 
spectrum. Not only is such a spectrum easier to handle in the computer, but it greatly 
facilitates reconstruction of the bandlimited signal u'(m,n). 

The sample interval is normalized to unity. This establishes the maximum signal 
frequency component at 1/z to avoid aliasing. The frequency scale is determined by the 
scale of the signal, which is limited by the field size, NSUBX. For most of the experi- 
ments, NSUBX was 20 units and the signals ranged from 3 to 7 units in one dimension. 
Larger signals and field sizes mean less signal distortion due to bandlimiting but more 
sample points to process. As the signal shape for most experiments is somewhat arbitrary, 
the distortion is relatively unimportant. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the results of SIMULAT for a 4 X 4 square in a 20 X 20 field. The 
unit sampled field may be repeated as many times as desired before adding the back- 
ground and noise. 

The noise, which is added to each sample point, is generated in the computer to 
give the desired distribution. The CDC 6400 computer supplies a sequence of random 
numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 on demand. These numbers can be 
converted to a Gaussian distribution by the following transformations : 

xi - xo = v (-2 logeYi )1/2 cos(2TrY2 ) 

x2 - Xp = a (-2 logeYi )1/2 sin(27rY2 

where yi ,y2 are a pair of uniformly distributed random numbers and x1 ,x2 are the new 
pair of independent, Gaussian distributed numbers. The distribution has a variance given 
by 02 and a mean value of xo . 

The specific method used for implementing this transformation and adding the 
noise value to the signal plus background can be seen in the SIMULAT program list in 
Appendix I. This approach allows the use of either stationary or multiplicative Gaussian 
distributions. 
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(A) Amplitude distribution of ideal 4 X 4 square 
signal in a 20 X 20 field. 

(B) Amplitude distribution of bandlimited 4 X 4 
square signal sampled at unit intervals. 

Fig. 9. Unit bandlimited signal matrix from SIMULAT. 

The signal is a 4 X 4 square in a 20 X 20 field bandlimited to permit unit 
sample interval. 
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Although Poisson noise was not used in the SIMULAT routine, tests were made 
using the log normal distribution -which is closely related to the Poisson distribution. The 
log normal distribution is easily generated by taking the loge of x1 ,x2 in the above 
expressions. 

Signal Detection 

Processing Programs 

In the experiments to determine the effects of multiplicative noise on signal detec- 
tion methods, four different processing procedures were employed. Although separate 
computer programs were written to implement each of the methods, all of them followed 
the same general procedure illustrated by the flow chart in Fig. 10. The four programs 
are AVERAGE, MATCHED, MULTIPL, and POISSON. All the programs involve the 
convolution of some processing signal sp(m,n) with the message function s(m,n). For the 
AVERAGE program the processing signal has unit amplitude over the domain of the 
hypothetical signal. This is the easiest and most common type of signal processing. The 
MATCHED program uses the definition of the signal itself as a weighting function. This is 

the classical matched filter and provides optimum processing when the noise is Gaussian 
distributed, additive, and independent. The MULTIPL and POISSON programs use the 
optimum processing signals derived in Chapter 3. A copy of the MULTIPL program 
listing is included as Appendix II. 

An important feature of these programs is that the message is read from magnetic 
tape on demand from the processing program. This keeps the required storage capacity of 
the computer at reasonably low level and permits arbitrarily long messages. Many experi- 
ments were run with messages of 80,000 words in length (100 X 800 matrix of samples). 
Processing on the CDC 6400 computer typically required 15 sec of CPU time for the 
80,000 -word messages. Variation in processing time between the four programs was less 
than 10 %. 

There were, typically, 10 times as many independent hypothetical signal locations 
at which no signal was present as there were locations of actual signals. Messages with 
80,000 words, for example, contained 200 signal locations and about 2500 other loca- 
tions that were tested but had no signal present. 

The value of the test statistic A at each location was compared sequentially with as 
many as 40 different threshold values- ranging from 10' to 105-to cover a wide range 
of decision levels. 

The bias values (see "Signal Detection" in Chapter 3) were calculated differently 
for each of the four programs. Their inclusion is of little importance in most of the 
experiments. 

A typical printed output of a processing program is shown in Appendix III. 

Typical Comparison of Processing Methods 

In an experiment of this type there are many parameters that must be specified. In 
particular, the signal type, noise distribution, background level, and signal -to -noise ratio 
all affect the results. Although each of these parameters will be discussed, this section 
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Fig. 10. Schematic flow chart for typical processing program. 
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will be restricted to an experiment in which the number of signals present is varied to 
determine the number needed for statistical validity. The rest of the variables are held 
constant. The procedures used are typical of those used in subsequent experiments. 

The signals used were squares three sample units in dimension and bandlimited to 
avoid signal aliasing. The domain of the processing signal was chosen to be a 5 X 5 array 
of sample points. All points outside this region were less than 1% of the peak signal 
value. Descriptions of the processing signals for the MATCHED program (which is also a 

description of the known signal), and the AVERAGE, MULTIPL, and POISSON programs 
are shown below. 

MATCHED AVERAGE 

.0 .03 .03 .03 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

.03 .93 .96 .93 .03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

.03 .96 .99 .96 .03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

.03 .93 .96 .93 .03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

.0 .03 .03 .03 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

MULTIPL POISSON 

.0 .03 .03 .03 .0 .0 .03 .03 .03 .0 

.03 .48 .49 .48 .03 .03 .66 .67 .77 .03 

.03 .49 .50 .49 .03 .03 .67 .69 .67 .03 

.03 .48 .49 .48 .03 .03 .66 .67 .66 .03 

.0 .03 .03 .03 .0 .0 .03 .03 .03 .0 

The size of the message was varied for each of three different runs. The first run 
contained 50 signals and 691 test locations not containing signals. The second run had 200 
signals and 2821 test locations, and the third run had 400 signals and 5642 test locations. 

The noise in all three cases was Gaussian distributed with a variance proportional to 
the mean signal level. Specifically, if u(m,n) is a description of the known signal (see 
MATCHED above), then the message at a signal location is given by 

s(m,n) = u(m,n) + n(m,n) 

where 

u(m,n) = u'(m,n) + uo . 

The background uo was given by 

uo = 1.0 

and the signal- dependent noise variance by 

uo 2 (m,n) = u(m,n). 
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The purposes of this experiment are to see what effect, if any, the 
noise model might have on a typical signal detection problem and to see 

occur in these results as the number of signals tested is increased. 
Using the detection curve discussed in Chapter 3 (Fig. 5), the results 

the 50, 200, and 400 signal messages using a matched filter based on 

Gaussian noise are shown in Fig. 11. 

0 N 15 

% CORRECT - SONAL PRESENT 

10 

Fig. 11. Results of MATCHED signal detection on dif- 
ferent message sizes. 

Processing parameters are identical for the three 
curves. Differences are due to inadequate num- 
bers of signals for good statistical results. 

11 

31 

multiplicative 
what changes 

of processing 
independent 

Note that in order to increase the graphical resolution, the detection curves are 
plotted on a log -log scale. The scale in the vertical direction extends a full decade more 
to reflect the increased precision owing to the presence of 10 times as many test loca- 
tions without signal as with signals. 
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Before evaluating the statistical errors owing to inadequate numbers, it is first 
necessary to consider how well the plotted curves reflect what happened in the actual 
experiment. Fig. 12 shows an enlarged section of two typical detection curves. The solid 
connecting lines are purely hypothetical. Because of the nature of the digital computer 
processing, however, the points plotted for the different threshold values are essentially 
error free. Since the curves must be monotonically decreasing, the connecting line must 
lie somewhere between the dashed, rectangular error limit lines. Recalling that the coordi- 
nates can assume only a finite number of discrete values, the dotted line is a possible 
curve that might be obtained in the limit of a continuous range of threshold values. Thus, 
the ability to "resolve" two experimental curves can be determined by looking for over- 
lap in the rectangular error limits between the plotted points. 

Fig. 12. Error limits 
for experimental de- 
tection curves. 

Detection curve A 
can be said to be un- 
equivocably better 
than B for this exper- 
iment over any range 
not containing any 
overlap area. 

á 
H 

o 

PERCENT CORRECT DECISIONS (SIGNAL PRESENT) 

Returning to the question of error due to insufficient statistics, two conclusions 
can now be drawn from the curves shown in Fig. 11. First, the agreement between curves 
is much worse at the ends than at the center. This is reasonable since only a small 
number of samples are involved in establishing these points. Second, to establish a curve 
over a reasonable range with a precision limited only by the errors due to the finite 
number of threshold values (sample points) used, it is necessary to use a minimum of 
several hundred signals in the experiment. 
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Before becoming resigned to the use of large numbers of signals, however, we 
should note that this analysis is only for establishing the absolute performance of one 
detection method applied to a message described by a particular set of noise statistics. If 
the goal is simply to find the relative performance under two different experimental 
conditions, then fewer samples are needed. 

Consider, for example, the relative performance of processing under the assumption 
of independent, Gaussian statistics (MATCHED program) and processing assuming multipli- 
cative Gaussian (MULTIPL) and multiplicative Poisson (POISSON) noise statistics. Fig. 13 

shows the results of these three programs applied to the message field containing only 50 
signals. Because all the methods are looking at the same noise values, it is possible to 
conclude that MATCHED and POISSON processing are essentially equal and that MULTIPL 
processing gives superior results for the parameters used in this one short experiment. 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of MATCHED, MULTIPL, and POIS- 
SON processing for 50 signals. 

Relative performance is comparable to that obtained 
for much larger field sizes. 

99 

Finally, for a more convincing comparison of the three "optimum" signal detection 
methods plus processing by taking a simple average over the signal domain (AVERAGE 
program), the results of all four programs based on 400 signals are shown in Fig. 14. The 
dotted line represents the curve that would be obtained if descisions were made purely 
on a random basis. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of MATCHED, MULTIPL, POISSON, 
and AVERAGE processing for a large signal field. 

Results are based on the processing of 400 signal 
locations and 5642 locations without signals. The 
dotted curve represents performance when decisions 
are made randomly. 

fl 

Conclusions based on the curves in Fig. 14 are: (1) all three "optimum" methods 
give better results than simple averaging, (2) matched filters based on independent 
Gaussian statistics and on multiplicative Poisson statistics give essentially equal results, 
and (3) use of the matched filter based on multiplicative Gaussian noise yields an im- 
provement over the other methods. The magnitude of the improvement of the MULTIPL 
processing over the MATCHED processing on this type of message is that, for a given 
percentage of signals correctly detected, the false alarm rate will be about 25% to 30% 
lower for the MULTIPL processing. 
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Effects of Signal -to -Noise Ratio 

In general, the effects of increasing the signal -to -noise ratio in a signal detection 
problem are easy to predict. If the noise is signal independent, the increase in noise will 

have no effect on the method of processing or the shape of the matched filter. The 
detection curve will be shifted in location, but no other changes should be expected. In 

the case of signal- dependent noise, however, the situation is potentially more difficult. In 

addition to the shift in the detection curve as shown in Fig. 15, the shape of the 
processing signal also changes indirectly. Although there is no mathematical dependence 
of signal shape on the noise variance, the restrictions of the message to all positive values 

mean that the only realistic way to have signal -to -noise ratios << 1 is to reduce the 
amplitude of the signal relative to the background level. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of detection curves for different 
signal -to -noise ratios. 

Processing of 50 bandlimited Gaussian signals 
(0 =). The processing signal is defined over 
a 5 X 5 square. AMP is the value of the Gaus- 
sian signal at its center. Both the background 
level and the noise variance are equal to one. 
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As the processing signal is defined by 

u'(m,n) 
sp(m,n) - 

u,(m,n) u0 

it is clear that as the signal u'(m,n) becomes small compared to the background, u0 , the 
processing signal simply becomes proportional to the signal itself. This is the same as 
optimum processing in the presence of signal- independent, Gaussian noise. This is to be 
expected because, when the signal -to- background ratio is small, the message level -and 
hence the noise variance -is essentially constant. 

From this argument it can be seen that the greatest difference in performance 
between the MATCHED, MULTIPL, and POISSON programs should come when the 
signal -to- background ratio is > 1. This is unfortunate for two reasons. First, it is difficult 
to obtain reliable statistical information in detection problems where the signal -to -noise 
ratio is high because of the very low error probabilities, a and ß (false alarm rate and 
miss rate). Second, this case is also the one of least importance in signal detection 
problems, for when the noise is very small, elaborate processing is not usually justified. 

For these reasons, most of the experiments discussed in this report have a signal -to- 
noise ratio of - 1. The bandlimited squares, for example, usually have unit amplitude 
and are recorded in the presence of noise with unit variance. 

Effects of Signal Structure 

Because of the shape of the optimum filter for signal detection changes according 
to the noise model, it is of interest to determine the dependence of signal shape on the 
effectiveness of different processing methods. The relationships between a known signal 
u'(x) and the processing signal, which were developed in Chapter 3 for the three noise 
distributions, are listed below for convenience. 

Noise Distribution Program Processing Signal 

Gaussian, independent MATCHED u'(x) 

Gaussian, multiplicative MULTIPL 
u'(x) 

u (x) + uo 

Poisson, multiplicative POISSON loge ¡ 
u'(x) + uo 

uo 

One might expect to observe the greatest difference in performance of the three 
methods when a signal is used that gives the greatest difference in the processing signals. 
The processing signals for the signal- dependent noise models show the greatest distortion 
from the independent noise processing signal u'(x) when the known signal is large com- 
pared with the background u0. As discussed in the preceding section, however, the signals 
studied here will be restricted to those with magnitudes on the same order as the back- 
ground. 
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The least difference in methods should be observed when the known signal has no 
structure. That is, a signal with a constant amplitude but with an arbitrary domain will 
transform into another constant amplitude signal over the same domain. Thus, the process- 
ing signals will be the same (except, possibly, for a difference in the bias level) for all three 
cases. Note that this does not necessarily mean that the processing programs will all give 
identical results. The MULTIPL program is operating on a message that has been squared. 

Although most of the experiments in this study were conducted with bandlimited, 
three- unit -wide squares, a series of bandlimited,Gaussian signals (width a = f2) was also 
investigated. Three runs of 50 Gaussian signals with amplitudes 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 were 
processed and compared to the processing of 50 3 X 3 bandlimited square signals. All 
four sets of data were recorded with the identical sequence of random noise values. 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether the advantage in the 
signal- dependent noise processing observed with the 3 X 3 bandlimited squares is in- 
creased by the use of a signal with greater structure. Fig. 16 is a plot of the two basic 
signal shapes and their corresponding processing signal shapes. All signals are normalized 
to unity at the origin to permit a better comparison of their functional shapes. Note that 
the difference in the processing signals is greatest for the large amplitude Gaussian signal 
and least for the 3 X 3 bandlimited squares. Also, although the shape changes as a 
function of the amplitude of the Gaussian signal, this effect is relatively small compared 
to the differences due to the noise model. 

(A) 3 X 3 BANDLIMITED SQUARE 

(B) BANDLIMITED GAUSSIAN 

Fig. 16. Comparison of processing sig- 
nal shapes for different noise 
models. 
All curves are normalized to 
unity. The description of the 
known signal is the same as 
the MATCHED processing 
shape. 
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The results of processing these four sets of data were somewhat surprising. The 
detection curves for the 50 bandlimited squares were shown in Fig. 13 and are repeated 
here in Fig. 17 along with the curves for the 50 Gaussian signals with an amplitude of 
3.0. The relative performance of the four programs was essentially the same for all three 
sets of Gaussian signals; therefore only one is shown. The most unexpected result is that 
the Gaussian signals show less distinction between processing methods instead of more, as 

was predicted. One explanation for this is that although nine nearly equally weighted 
points were used in the definition of the bandlimited squares, most of the information 
about the presence of the Gaussian signal is concentrated in the single point at the origin. 
This is not important to the choice of the proper noise model to use for best detection, 
but it does mean that, to obtain reliable statistical information about their detectability, 
many more test signals are required than are required for the bandlimited squares. 

One conclusion does seem justified, however. The most important difference in 
optimum signal detection in the presence of multiplicative noise is not due to differences 
in the shape of the processing signals. This observation suggests that the advantage of the 
MULTIPL processing program, which was observed under "Typical Comparison of 
Processing Methods," is due to the squaring of the message values before processing. 

Effects of Squaring Message 

The hypothesis that the primary benefit in processing according to the multiplica- 
tive noise model comes in squaring the message amplitude before processing can be easily 
tested. A new processing program, SQUARED, was written, which squared the message 
values as was done in MULTIPL but then weighted all of the hypothetical signal values 
equally. This is equivalent to the AVERAGE program being applied to the squared 
message field. Any advantage over either the MATCHED or AVERAGE program demon- 
strated by the SQUARED program must be due only to the squaring operation. 

The MATCHED, AVERAGE, and SQUARED processing programs were applied to 
a message field containing 400 3 X 3 bandlimited square signals. Fig. 18 shows the result- 
ing detection curves. 

The detection curves show several interesting effects. First, the performance of the 
AVERAGE and SQUARED programs depends critically on the size of the area that is being 
averaged. For either of the two sizes used, however, the SQUARED program gives signifi- 
cantly better results than the AVERAGE program. When the averaged area was a 3 X 3 

square the AVERAGE and MATCHED results were essentially equal and inferior to the 
SQUARED results. These observations confirm the hypothesis of the advantage of using a 

squared message field when multiplicative noise is present and indicate that matching the 
processing signal shape exactly to the known signal is of minimal importance. 

Effect of Changes in the Background Level 

One problem that occurs when the signals are recorded on photographic emulsion is 

that the noise statistics change as the background density changes. This is true even when 
the individual signals are of low amplitude and can be modeled by independent noise. The 
change in the background by itself can be compensated for by changing the bias term in the 
independent noise model, but it is not clear what the effect on incorrectly estimating the 
new noise variance will be. 
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(B) Results of the same 
processing methods for 
bandlimited Gaussian sig- 
nals (a =.2). 
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(A) Processing results for a 
3 X 3 bandlimited square. 
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Fig. 17. Detection curves for two different signal shapes. 
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Fig. 18. Results of processing by averaging squared message values. 

Results are based on the processing of 400 3 X 3 bandlim- 
ited square signals. Curves A and B are averages over a 5 X 5 

square. Curves C and D are averages over a 3 X 3 square. 
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This question was investigated by simulating a field of 300 3 X 3 bandlimited 
square signals in the presence of multiplicative noise and with a changing background 
level. The exact field conditions are shown below. 

Background Noise Signal 
up variance Got amplitude 

First 100 signals 0.5 0.163 0.2 
Second 100 signals 0.75 0.200 0.2 
Third 100 signals 1.0 0.231 0.2 
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These figures describe a field where the noise variance is everywhere given by 

aN 2 (x) = 0.231 ú(x). 

This field was processed by the four programs, AVERAGE, MATCHED, MULTIPL, 
and POISSON. The MULTIPL and POISSON programs always used the correct estimate 
of background and variance whereas the MATCHED program assumed a variance of 0.2 
for the entire field. The results are shown in Fig. 19. 

o 
0 w a0 10 4S 

46 CORRECT SIGNAL PRESENT 

Fig. 19. Results of processing message with varying 
background level. 

Curves are based on 300 3 X 3 bandlimited 
square signals. Three different backgrounds 
were used: up = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0. The noise vari- 
ance was given by UN2(x) = 0.231 11(x). 

46 4! 
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At first glance, the results appear inconclusive. In the regions of very low false 
alarm rate or very low miss rate, the MULTIPL and POISSON processing appear to offer 
an advantage over the MATCHED processing. This advantage decreases in the region 
where the false alarm and miss rates are more nearly equal. 

These observations are, in fact, predictable with the aid of some subtle arguments 
involving more decision theory than detection theory. Specifically, it can be shown that 
the effect of incorrectly estimating the noise variance is of no significance in a binary 
decision when the decision threshold has been chosen to make the two events equally 
probable. As one event becomes increasingly more likely, an error in the predicted deci- 
sion boundary occurs and a slight decrease in the detection rate for that threshold 
follows. A more thorough explanation of this effect is outside the scope of this report. It 
should suffice to note that the behavior observed in the detection curves in Fig. 19 is 
supportable by theory and represents the magnitude of improvement that might be ex- 
pected by using a multiplicative noise model for this detection problem. 

Effects of Noise Distribution 

In all of the preceding experiments the noise in the message obeyed a truncated, 
Gaussian distribution with a variance proportional to the mean message level. The most 
frequently used distribution is illustrated in Fig. 20. While this is a reasonable model to 
apply to many physical processes, it is of interest to investigate the dependence of the 
processing methods proposed here to other noise distributions. 

It would have been desirable to test the detection methods in the presence of pure 
Poisson noise. Because of the large number of points needed (' 100,000, each with 

different mean and variance), generating true Poisson noise would have been too costly. 
Instead, it was decided to use log -normal distributed noise which is easier to generate and 

bears a close resemblance to the Poisson distribution. 
A message containing 50 3 X 3 bandlimited square signals was recorded with a back- 

ground equal to 1.0. The noise was log -normal distributed with a variance equal to the mean 
signal level. The noise distribution for two points, si = 1 and si = 2, is shown in Fig. 21 and 

should be compared with the truncatedGaussian distribution shown in Fig. 20. 

Fig. 20. Typical Gaussian distributions of 
noise values. The variance is equal 
to si. 

2 3 5 6 7 

Fig. 21. Typical log -normal distributions of 
noise values. The variance is equal 
to si. 
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This field was processed and the resulting detection curves are shown in Fig. 22. 
The obvious conclusions are: the MULTIPL processing is significantly inferior to the 
MATCHED and POISSON programs, and the MULTIPL performance is relatively worse in 
the region where a low false alarm rate is used. Both of these conclusions can be seen 
intuitively by a careful examination of Fig. 21. The probability is quite high that the 
noise value received when no signal is present will be many times larger than the average 
level when the signal is present. Squaring these message values accentuates this problem 
and makes the elimination of all false alarms very difficult. 

These results emphasize the importance of accurately knowing the noise statistics 
in a message before attempting to process. 

Fig. 22. Detection curves for signals in the pres- 
ence of log- normal noise. 
Results are based on the processing of 
50 bandlimited Gaussian signals of am- 
plitude equal to 3.0 in noise with unit 
variance. 
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Signal Discrimination 

The theory of optimum signal discrimination is discussed in Chapter 3. It is men- 
tioned there that the problem of discriminating between the occurrence of two (or more) 
known signals in the presence of noise can be considered as an extension of the general 
signal detection problem. In brief, a field containing only two signals of known shape 
should be processed by convolving the message with a signal that is related to the 
difference of the two signals. More specifically, the optimum processing signal for 
Gaussian stationary noise is 

sp(m,n) = Ql 2 [ui (rn>n) - u2(m,n)] 
0 

and for multiplicative Gaussian noise is 

uo 1 1 

sp(m,n) 
= 2a0 2 [u2 (m,n) ut (m,n) 

where ut (m,n) and u2(m,n) are descriptions of the known signals. 
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An experiment was conducted using 100 bandlimited circles of a radius giving both 
signals an integrated area of 25. The signals had unit amplitude and were recorded in the 
presence of multiplicative Gaussian noise with unit variance and background level. Cross 
sections of two signals are shown in Fig. 23, along with the optimum processing signals 
described by the equations above. 

(A) Cross sections of the reconstruction of 
the bandlimited sampled signals. 

/ ÿ ' \ 
1 1 

"3 

J 

-ry%f, -1` ,. , 
2. 1 \2 3 

\ 
MITCXFD -á\ 

MULTIPL --y\ 

(B) Similar reconstructions of the optimum 
processing signals for stationary and multi- 
plicative Gaussian noise. 

Fig. 23. Optimum signal discrimination for bandlimited circles and squares. 

The MATCHED and MULTIPL programs were revised to handle the signal discrim- 
ination problem. They were applied to the combined field of bandlimited circles and 
squares and the resulting discrimination curves are shown in Fig. 24. 

'i 7 

15 

a 

95 

PERCENT SQUARES DETECTED 

7 

Fig. 24. Discrimination curves for bandlimited 
circles and squares. 
Results of processing 100 bandlimited 
circles and 100 bandlimited squares -all 
of equal signal energy -in the presence 
of multiplicative Gaussian noise. Signal- 
to-noise ratio is 1. 
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Fig. 24 shows that processing on the assumption of multiplicative noise does give 

fewer errors than the independent noise model. The improvement is on the order of 10% 

fewer wrong decisions. This appears to break down in the regions above 90% correct 
decisions for either of the signal types, probably due to the small number of samples (less 

than 10) involved in establishing these points. 

Simple Filtering 

The general topic of filtering as a method of processing is much too broad to be 

covered comprehensively in a study of this type. The purpose of including this topic here 
is to present some simple examples of signal processing in the presence of signal - 

dependent noise b.y operating in the frequency domain. 

Continuous Detection Filtering 

In the section "Signal Detection," we saw how message fields are processed to 
determine if a known signal is present at some specific location. This is done by a 

convolution type of process where the convolution is evaluated only at the locations of 
interest. If the location of the known signal is not known, it becomes necessary to 
evaluate the convolution process for every point in the field. If the system under consid- 

eration is defined in a way that preserves linearity (note that the multiplicative Gaussian 
noise model requires squaring the message field) then this processing may be performed 
by a simple filtering operation in the frequency domain. The filter is described by the 
Fourier transform of the convolving processing signal. 

In the case of signal- independent noise, the matched filter is just the complex 
conjugate of the Fourier transform of the signal itself. When the noise is multiplicative, 
Gaussian, or Poisson distributed, the filter becomes the complex conjugate of the Fourier 
transform of the optimum processing signals derived in Chapter 3. The interpretation of 
this filter is not so simple. Not only are the Fourier transforms of the processing signals 

difficult to find in general, but they vary as a function of the noise level. To illustrate 
this effect, a one -dimensional cosine wave was used as the object and the matched filter 
was calculated for varying levels of multiplicative Gaussian noise. The results are shown in 

Fig. 25. 

In the limiting case of the background u0 being much larger than the signal u(x), it 
can be seen that the filter becomes identical to that used for, signal- independent noise. As 
u0 becomes small (for this example it cannot be less than u'(0) because of the positive 
message restriction) the processing signal and its Fourier transform depart markedly from 
the independent noise case. It should also be remembered that the message being filtered 
in this example is s2 (x), where s(x) = u1(x) + u0 + n(x). 
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Fig. 25. Matched filter for single frequency in multiplicative Gaus- 
sian noise. 
Value up is the background level. The signal is given by 
u'(x) = socos(27rfpx). 

The principles of continuous filtering for optimum signal detection have been ap- 
plied to a real problem.'' A section of the sky that contained several weak star images 
was photographed on a Kodak 103a -D photographic plate. The density profile from a 

portion of the plate was sampled and recorded on magnetic tape (' 20,000 readings). 
The field was then processed using the CDC 6400 computer by passing it through a 

matched filter for a weak star image in the presence of multiplicative Gaussian noise. The 
output at each point in the field was compared to 10 different threshold values and an 
appropriate number was assigned to each. Contour lines of equal probability of occur- 
rence were then drawn on the digitized output. The results are shown in Fig. 26. 
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(A) Contours of equal 
probability that a star 
was present centered 
at that point. 

i t 
o 

(B) Same output with 
lowest contour elimi- 
nated. 

o 

-o 

- 

(C) Isodensity con- 
tours of original field. 

Fig. 26. Continuous optimum signal detection filtering of a star field. 

Figs. 26A and 26B are both processed fields. Fig. 26A has one additional lower 
contour level. Fig. 26C is a contour plot of the original field before processing with 
threshold levels that can be compared to those in 26B. Note that some of the weaker 
spots in 26C disappear in 26B whereas others are enhanced. This action is presumably the 
discrimination of weak signals from noise. Unfortunately, owing to the nature of the origi- 
nal field it is impossible to verify the results. 

Bandpass Filtering 

Filtering for purposes of detecting the presence of a known signal is a relatively 
specialized problem. More commonly, the precise shape of the signal is unknown and the 
problem is to filter out as much of the noise as possible while leaving the signal spectrum 
relatively undistorted. When the noise is stationary, the filtering procedure is well estab- 
lished and, with the aid of the Fourier transform, is easily conceptualized. When the 
noise is signal dependent the situation is less clear. 

In Chapter 3 a model was presented to aid in visualizing the effects of operations 
in the frequency domain of a message containing signal - dependent noise. To test the 
validity and usefulness of this model, a simple message was recorded on Kodak 35 -mm 
Tri-X film and placed in a coherent optical filtering system similar to the one illustrated 
in Fig. 6, Chapter 3.'5 The object transparency, photographed in coherent light, is shown 
in Fig. 27A. When this transparency is placed in a coherent beam (He -Ne laser) the 
transmitted amplitude can be written as 

s(x,Y) = ut(x,y) + nt(x,y) 

where ut is the ideal two -level signal. The statistics of the transmission noise, nt, are 
dependent on the signal level. Specifically, if the film density is assumed to have a noise 
distribution that is Gaussian and a variance that is proportional to the mean density level, 
uo , then it can be shown that, if the transmitted field, ut, is described by 

-ku 
ut = utmax 

the variance of the field is given by 

at2(x,Y) °C utmax2 17't2(x,Y), 
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(A) Noncoherent illumi- 
nation. 

(B) Coherent illumination. (C) Coherent illumination 
using noise spectrum only. 

Fig. 27. Comparison of images in signal- dependent noise. All images are --15X magnification. 

where utmax is the transmitted field at zero density and üt is the expected transmission. 
With this noise distribution and the aid of the section "Multiplicative Noise Model" in 
Chapter 3, it is possible to consider the transmitted field as the independent sum of the 
ideal coherent transmitted signal field and a noncoherent field of intensity given by 
ate (x,y). In the transform plane of the coherent optical filtering system the signal 

transform is superimposed on the partially coherent field from the noise term. 
Figs. 27B and 27C are recordings of the image plane for two different pupil (filter 

plane) configurations. Fig. 27B is the ordinary coherent image obtained by passing all 

spatial frequencies in the f/10 system as shown in Fig. 28A. Fig. 27C is the image 
obtained when a portion of the frequency spectrum containing no information from the 
signal term is used. This filter condition is shown in Fig. 28B. 

In comparing the photographs in Fig. 27, it is significant to notice that the 
contrast has reversed in Fig. 27C. This is due to the use of light from the 
signal- dependent noise term only, which is described by ate (x,y). 

This contrast reversal was not obtained for all pupils that excluded the signal 

spectrum. For lower noise frequencies this simple model typically breaks down due, 
apparently, to the exclusion of the effects of phase noise in expressing the transmitted 
field in terms of film density. A more thorough study of these effects would be desirable. 

Fig. 28. Illustration of filter plane condi- 
tions. 

(A) Configuration used in obtain- 
ing the photograph in Fig. 27B. 
(B) Configuration used in obtain- 
ing the photograph in Fig. 27C. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

The first objective of this study was to develop a better understanding of the 
significance of signal- dependent noise. While all of the results presented here help to 
achieve this goal, the section "Filter Theory" (Chapter 3) and the experiment described 
in "Bandpass Filtering" (Chapter 4) are of particular interest. 

In Chapter 3, a method for simulating a message recorded in noise of any arbitrary 
signal dependence by using a coherent optical imaging system was introduced. This 
method follows from the observation (first suggested by A. Lohmann in 1965) that the 
expression for the mutual intensity of a partially coherent field is mathematically equiva- 
lent to a noise autocorrelation function." Thus, white noise becomes equivalent to a 

noncoherent field with an intensity everywhere proportional to the noise variance. The 
Fourier transform of the noncoherent field describes the noise spectrum. The power 
spectrum of the message can be observed as the irradiance distribution in the back focal 
plane of the first lens in the system. 

The experiment reported in Chapter 4 illustrates both the signal- dependent nature 
of film grain noise and the utility of the above model in predicting the effects of 
signal- dependent noise in a simple bandpass filtering system. It shows that even though 
there is useful information in the noise spectrum about the signal, care must be taken in 
filtering the spectral components because the reverse contrast of the noise image would 
normally subtract from the contrast of the signal image. 

It would be of interest to explore this model further by using it to predict or 
measure the nature of the signal dependence of grain noise in other types of emulsions. 

The second objective of this study was to derive statistical tests for the optimum 
detection of signals recorded on photographic film. The sections "Signal Detection" and 
"Signal Discrimination" in Chapter 3 are addressed to this problem. 

It was found that for the detection of a known signal in the presence of multiplica- 
tive Gaussian noise, the optimum processing of a sampled message is obtained by generat- 
ing the test statistic given by 

N 
2 

_ 1,10 
A = si 

i =1 ui 

where the known signal is described by the N values 
described by {si }, and u0 is the background 1Jvel when 
multiplicative noise is described by Poisson statistics, the 
to be 

N 
= si loge . 

i=1 uo 

{ui} , the sampled message is 
no signal is present. When the 
optimum test statistic is found 

When discriminating between two signals, {s1i } and {s2i }, the optimum test statistics 
become 

N 
A = E si2 (-1 1 - 

i=1 u2i uli 
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for multiplicative Gaussian statistics and 

N un 
A = si loge 

i= 1 2 i 

for Poisson statistics. 
The work done in simulating signal detection problems indicates that these tests do 

indeed yield improvements in the detection rate when applied to systems with noise 
distributions of the type typically found in photographic emulsions. It is possible to 
extend this study to cover such problems as the optimum detection of signals with 
unknown phase, the detection of signals of unknown location, and the estimation of 
signal parameters. Although solutions to these problems for the case of multiplicative 
noise are not presently available in published form, they can be obtained by using the 
results of Chapter 3 and paralleling the solutions already developed for additive signal - 
independent noise. 

The last objective of this study was to explore the practical limitations of these new 
tests. The computer -simulated experiments in Chapter 4 were performed to determine 
under what conditions, if any, the new processing methods would provide an advantage 
over the more commonly used methods that are based on additive stationary noise. 

When a message is recorded in the presence of Gaussian multiplicative noise, several 
conclusions can be reached. First, a definite advantage over processing based on the signal - 
independent noise assumption (on the order of 20% to 30% increase in the detection rate) is 
observed for signals processed according to the Gaussian multiplicative noise model. This 
advantage was observed using signals recorded at a signal -to -noise ratio of 1. As the 
signal -to -noise ratio is increased, the advantage increases slightly but the need for sophisti- 
cated processing techniques is usually decreased. As the signal -to -noise ratio is decreased, all 
processing methods tend to become equivalent. Little effect is observed as the structure of 
the known signal is changed. For the case ofGaussian multiplicative noise, it appears that the 
primary processing advantage stems from the squaring of the received message rather than 
from the differences in the shape of the filters. This is an important observation as it 
suggests that very nearly optimum performance can be obtained by squaring the message 
and then using a simple average over the signal as the test statistic. 

When the tests are made on messages recorded in multiplicative noise distributed 
according to log- normal statistics, the results change dramatically. Processing these data 
according to the multiplicative Gaussian distribution assumption yields clearly inferior re- 
sults. The Gaussian stationary processing and the Poisson multiplicative processing gave 
essentially identical results. This presents a paradox. Intuitively, if the Gaussian multiplica- 
tive processing is used on a message recorded with multiplicative noise, then it should give 
better results than the Gaussian stationary processing. This argument is apparently false, 
however, as it cannot be supported theoretically and is not observed experimentally. 

These results provide evidence of the importance of knowing the correct noise 
statistics before attempting to process. This is particularly important when working with 
photographic film since the associated grain noise statistics vary greatly as a function of 
film type, exposure, development, method of measurement, and many other parameters. 

The brief experiment on signal discrimination served to illustrate the technique. 
The conclusions derived from the signal detection work are also applicable to the discrim- 
ination problem. 
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The results of Chapter 4 can now be applied to any of a large class of signal 
detection problems involving photographic film. It is now clear that the noise statistics of 
any photographically recorded message must be carefully measured. If the grain noise is 
multiplicative and Gaussian distributed, the processing methods studied here might (de- 
pending on other parameters in the specific problem) be of significant value. 1f, on the 
other hand, the noise statistics are found to be multiplicative and Poisson distributed, it 
appears that retention of the more frequently used additive signal- independent noise 
assumption is likely to be justified. 

The objectives set forth in the introduction of this report have been met. A better 
understanding of the significance of signal- dependent noise has been developed, new 
optimum statistical tests have been proposed for use on photographic films, and their 
limitations have been explored. One specific application has been included as an example. 
Studies of additional specific applications are recommended as the next area of activity. 
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APPENDIX I 

SIMULAT LIST 

PROGRAM SINULAT FORTRAN ExTtNDEU VERSION 2.0 /C 01/28/70 10 

PROGRAM ÇIMULAT ( INPUT. OUTPUT, TAPES =INPUT,TAPE6= OUTPUT,IAPE1) 
DIMENSION U3LSM( 21, 21 ),CM(10),CN(10),DM(21),S(22,22) 

C PEAU ANO WRITE PARAMETERS FOR UNIT SIGNAL CELL 
READ(5.1n) NUMdER,NSUt3X,NSUHY 

05 10 FURr.1AT (113) 
wRITE(6.15) NUMBEH,NSUBX,NSUBY 

15 FORMAT(1H1,40X,° SIMULATION NUMBER ,I3 / / / /20X0DESCRIPTION OF UNI 
iT SIGNAL CELL ° //° NUMBER OF ROWS NSURX o °,13/ NUMBER OF COLUMNS 
7 NSURY = °,I3 //) 

10 C DESCRIBE NON- BANDLIMITED SICiNAL 
REAO(5,2n) SI01,SIG2,XO,Y0 

20 FORMAT(2A10,2F10.0) 
wRITE(6.75)SIGI,SIG2.x0,Y0 

25 FORMAT(IH0,20X0OLSCRIPTION OF SIGNAL BEFORE BANDLIMITING °// 
15 7° TYPE OF SIGNAL °,5X.2A10 /° SIGNAL CENTER AT XO = °.F5,1,5X, 

i *YO = °,FF.1 //) 
UU 30 Mu ,NSuBX 
UU 30 Nzj,NSUBY 
RMzM 

20 RN =N 
S(M,N) =0, 

30 IF( ABS( RM. x0) .LT.1.5.AND.AeS(RN.Y0).LT.1.5) S(M,N) =1. 
WRITE(6,14) 

34 FORMAT(IHO,° SAMPLED DESC.iIPTION OF S(X,Y)*//) 
25 00.36 M_j,NSUbx 

wRITE(6.,15)(S(m,N),N =1,NSUBY) 
35 FORMAT( /FX,21F6.2) 
36 CONTINUE 
C DESCRIBE COEFFICIENTS OF SPECTRUM OF S(M,N) 

30 kEAD(5,4n) LIMX,LIMY 
40 FORMAT(2T3) 

wRITE(6,45) LIMX,LIMY 
45 FORMAT( / /1H0.2OX, °SIGNAL SPECTRUM PARAMETERS ° // 

1° HIGHEST HARMONIC IN COLUMN DIRECTION LIMX = °,13/ 
35 7° HIGHEST HARMONIC IN ROW DIRECTION LIMY = °,I3 //) 

MSUBX =NSURX 
00 50 M =T,LIMX 
RMaM 

50 CM(M) =3./20.°SIN(3. °3. 1416 °RM /RSUBX) /(3. °3.1416 °RM /RSUBX) 
40 CMO- 3./2n. 

wRITE(6,55) CMU,CM 
55 FORMAT(° HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS IN COLUMN DIRECTION ° / /(F8.4)) 

RSURY=NSI RY 
00 60 N =),LIMY 

45 RN =N 
60 CN(N) =CM(N) 

CNO =CM0 
wRITE(6,F5) CNO,CN 

65 FORMAT( //° HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS IN kOW DIRECTION ° / /(FB.4)) 
50 C CALCULATE UNIT RANOLIM_'EU SIGNAL MATRIX 

C SIGNAL IS REAL, EVEN, AN() SEPARABLE 
fACTRXu6.2832/ NSU0X 
FACTRY=6.2832 /NSURY 
wRITE(6,A9) 

55 69 FO1'MAT( // /20X, 0UESCRIPTION OF UNIT RANULIMITED SIGNAL MATRIX ° /) 
00 R6 t(m),NSUt3X 
RM=M 
00 RO N- 1,NSUHY 
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Rsuyy *NSu8T 
00 60 N= 1eLIMY 

45 RN=N 
60 CN(N)=Ci(N) 

CNO =Cí10 
wRITE(6ofi5) CNO,CN 

65 FORa1AT( //* NAcWNIC COEFFICIENTS .N (Ow UIRECTIONa / /(Ftì.4)) 
50 C CALCULATE UNIT RANDLIMIIEU SIGNAL MATRIX 

C SIGNAL IS REAL. EVEN, AND SEPAkArsLE 
FACTRX =6.21J32 /NSUGX 
FACTRYc3.2t%32/NSUUy 
WRITE(6,A9) 

55 69 FORt:;AT( / / /20X,*UESCRIPTION OF UNIT HANULIt)ITEO SIGNAL MATRIX* /) 
VO RS tiw1,N5UGX 

00 AO N.1,NSUdY 

PROr,PAN SIMtJLAT FORTRAN EXTENDED VERSION 2.0 /C 01/28/70 10 

RNrN 

60 SUt.IX= 0. 

DU 70 I=1,LjMX 
PI=I 

70 SUMx0SUMx.Ctr(I1000S(FACTRX*(RM-X0)*RI) 
C IF 5(X.Y) IS SrIr1ETRIC, DO LOOP 71 CAN HE SKIPPED 

65 SUMycO. 
00 71 J=],LIMY 
RJaJ 

71 SUMY=S))MY.CM(J) *CJS(FACTRY*()1N-Y0) °RJ) 

HO Ut(LSM(h1.rJ)= (CMU-2.*SU)1X)*(CNO.?.*SUMY) 
70 wRITE(6R5) (U13.L5r1(M,N),Nn1,NSUHY) 

85 FORAAT (/v;X.21F 6.?_) 
e6 CONTINUE 
C FNTER PARAMETERS OF COMPOSI TE MATRIX 

kEA0(5,110) N51GA,NSIGY 
75 110 FO4mAT(2T3) 

WRITE(6,115) NSIUx,NSiGY 
115 FJRMAT( // /20x, *PARAMETERS OF COMPOSITE MATRIX* // 

7* Nt1MHp_R OF RUW5 OF SIGNALS NSI(,X *,I3/ 
1* NUMHFR Of CULItMNS OF SIGNALS r)SIGYc *,I3 //) 

HO kEAll(5.120)4 ' 

120 FURMAT(F10.0) 
wkjTE(6.125) AMP 

12s FORMAT( //* SIGNAL AMPLITUDE AMP _ +,F5.2/1 

C FN(EP NUISE PARAMETERS 
85 -(EAO(5,110) SIIit1MU,(}ZEPc),TYPEI,TYPE? 

130 FORMAT(? *10.0/2A10) 
wkITE(6,13`) )YPLI,T'PE. ?.OLEHO,SIGMA0 

135 F0,7MAT(///20x, *NUISE PARAtIETERS *// 
7* 1YPE or NOISE u1STR10UTI0N °,5X,2A10/ 

90 1* MEAN HACMGRUUNU LEVEL OLERO- *,FtJ.4/ 
4* STANl1API) OF.YIAIIUN AT I)ZERO SIGMA* = *,F8.4 / //) 
NFLAGnn 

C rALCULATL NOISEY MEMHEkS OF COMPOSITE MATRIX 
REA0(5,116) NTAPt,NREC 

95 136 FJPmAT (Iti, 13) 
A ITE(6,137) NTAPL,NREC 

131 FOt (mAT(1t+0,204010tSCRIPTION OF CvMP()SITE MATRIX* // 
7* RECORDED ON TAPE NUMBER *$15,10X,*RECURD N(JMbER *,13/) 

CALL RANçET(2) 
100 00 139 Is1,NSU6A 

00 13Q J=1,NSUNY 
139 uHLSM(1,J) =AmPAuULSM(I,J)OZERO 

LONST=(STGMAD * *2) /0ZER0 
NNO4xO 

105 (:O 150 t!.).NSIGX 
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110 

115 

UO 150 Ir:19N5013A 
NKOa=NROkel 
00 150 Na1+NS1GY 
IF(UNIT(1)) 1409196e196 

141 4O 144 JaleNSUdY 
S I G:1A S=CONS T 4Uti LSM ( I + J) 

IF (rlFLAG.EU 1 ) V() TO 142 

141 x1=1-r.'?r ( j ) 

A2=RAeJF (?1 
e2N0j5ç=r2.aALUG(X1) 
><2=6, ß 320 X 2 

Pk0,RAU SINiiLAT FORTRAN EXTENOEu VERSION 2,0/C 01/28/70 

UM1J1601() 5^"(1 eJl yt1RT (SIC,MASokNOLSc COSlX2) 
hFLAGg1 
1Ft014(J)1 142'11449144 

120 142 Um(,1)Gi1Fi)_S«(I+J)S[1RT(SI6MASoRN0I5E)pSIN(X2) 
NiLA6gO 
1F(I1M(J)) 141.144,144 

144 (;Ut+TIPmi: 

MUFFER (I0(1+111UM(I)+Om(NSl18Y)) 
125 150 CONTINUE 

ùU TO ?On 
19A wKITE(6+197) 
I9/ FOR61ATltl Et.0 OF FILE- UETECTEU ON tfUFFFO++) 

GO TO ?0n 
130 198 wKITE.(he199) 

199 FOR+14T(a PARITY EKRON DETECTED ON tiUFFEu°) 

200 STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX II 

MULTIPL LIST 

VLOGkAN rUIT1P1. FOkTUAN EiTENDEL) VERSION 2.0 /C 01/28/70 1 

PKu ;RAS+ tiULTIRL( INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPES- INPUT.TAPE6 =GUTPUT,TAP'E1) 
ti)"FNSTON (.U'" PAR(5 0), THh tSH (501,I1)(50).NFA(50),NHITSl501 
t1MEhSIGN S( 5f5),SPl5,51,UM(5,130),DP(11O) 
Ir1TF.GER FLAG 
LOGICAL_ ( OGICA,LUGICH 
CUMmOh /RCAuEP' /KwUKT eLIENSNSU3Y.N1 A,NMI TS.ID.NLFVEL.COHPAR, THRESN 
CUIT+ r. +oN /RnwIUI /NPTSY,CP.P.4mAX, INTERY.t.CENTY,LOGICA.LOG1Ca 

DEAD *NU wR11t RUN Nu'!DERS 

U)4.?3 
) 

NRU,SIF 

wRITF(4,.1S) (.RUN,N51pl 
FORr4AT(lNj.3nx. *PROCESSING ASSUMING F,ULTIPLICATIvE NOISE /// 

PUN Nt)MF,FR .j3 /* INPUT DATA FROM SIMULATION NUt1HER .13 //) 
READ ANt. WHITE INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

REAn(5.2n1 SI (,I.SIG2.TYPE1.TYPE2,ULFR,SIGMA 
F0P4AT (6A1O /7F 10.0) 
wRITE(6.75) S1 (1,SI67,TYPE1,TYPE2,UZER,SIGMA 
FORRAT(2nX,UESCKIPTIUN OF INPUT UATA * // 

TYPF nF SIGNAL- *.?A10/* TYPE OF NOISE- .2A10/ 
* RACKGDOuNU DENSITY- UZENO = *,F6.3/ 

STANDARD UEvIA1IOr: UP NUISE- SIGMAO = .F6.3//) 
READ ANU .,NITS PROCESSING INFORMATION 

REAn(5.3n) NSURx ,NSArlPX.NSUEY,NSAMPY.NMAx.MMAX 
FORMAT(6T3) 
wRITE(6,15) NSUBX, NSAMPx.NSUGY,n!S.1MPY,MMAX,NMAX 
FORMAT(?nX. *PROCESSING INFORMATION*,/ 

NUMRE.p OF kOwS IN UNIT SIGNAL MATRIX- NSUHX a e.I3/ 
NUMBED OF kO+rS IN DATA MATRIx- NSAMPX = 2.I3/ 
NUMREp OF COLUMNS IN UNIT SIGNAL r4ATRIX- NSUBY = ,13/ 
NUMREP OF COLUMNS IN DATA MAIRIX- NSAMPY = .13/ 
NUMFEp OF ROWS IN PROCESSING SIGNAL- MMAX = .13/ 
NUM3Ep OF COLUMNS IN PROCESSING SIGNAL- NMAX s *113//) 
READ ANU *kin. NOISE ASSUMPTIONS 

REAn(5.4n) TYPE3,TYPE4.0ZERO,SIGr1AU 
FORI4AT(2A10/?F10.0) 
wR1TE(6,45) TYPE3,TYPE4.0ZERO,SIGMAO 
FORMAT(2nX,NOISE ASSUMPTIONS* // 

TYPE OF NOISE DISTRIBUTION ASSUMED- ,2AI0/ 
RACKGPOUNU OF NOISE ASSUMED- OZERO = *,F6.3/ 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NOISE ASSUMED- SIGMAO = .FG.3 //) 
READ AND tdkIIF SIGNAL PAF)AMETEkS 

WRITE (6.x;0) 
FORMAT(2nX, *SIGNAL DESCRIPTION* //) 
DO 56 Mcj,F1MAX 
READ(5.51) (S(M,N),N=1.NMAX) 
FORMAT(16F10.0) 
NRITE(h.a5) (S(M,N),N =1NMAX) 
FORMAT(10X.10F8.3) 
CONTINUE 

READ ANU WRITE SIGNAL AraPLITUDE 
READ(5.6,) AMP 
FURr.)AT(F10.0) 

MRITE(A,h51 AMP 
FOR;.,AT( / //* AMPLITUDE OF SIGNALS = ,F5.2/1 

OUTPUT DISPLAY PARA1ETE.RS 
NEAD(5,7G) NLEvEL 

75 FOUMnT(I> 
0EA0(5.74,1 CTr1- tE.SU(1),I =1,NLEVELI 

05 

C 

1.) ln 

15 

1 

C 

15 
70 

PS 
1 

2n 

C 

, 

30 
25 

35 
1 

. 

30 4 

s 

A 
C 

35 40 

45 
I 

7 
40 1 

C 

50 

45 
51 

55 
56 

50 C 

hz 

65 
55 C 
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7b fOPMAT(NF10.0) 

60 1+1=NLEvEL41 
DO 77 I =),N1 

77 I0(11 =1 
CALCOLA1F bIAS ANU SPIM,N) FUR MULTIPLICATIVE PROCESSING 

raIAS1=0. 

65 NIAS2 =4. 
GU ßO mbl,mMAX 
DO RO N=),NMAx 
SP(m, N )=nmP45(M9N) /(AMP4S(M,N).D1ER0) 
r, IA51= RIAS1ALOG(1.AMP *S(M,N) /UZERO) 

70 PO dIAS2 =RIAS25(M,N)oAMP 
bIAS =g1Aa1"SIGMA0442L,IAS24DZERO 
D0 Rai I=T,NLEVEL 

N5 COMPAR( 1)= 2. 4( 51GMA0442)*ALOG(THRESH(11)BIAS 
wWITE(h017) bIAS 

75 87 FURt1AT(4 BIAS =490-8.4 // /20X, 

7 *OFSCRIPTION OF PROCESSING SIGNAL, SP(M,N) //) 

lr0 R9 M=) ,MMAX 

wNITE(A,481(SP(M.N)1N =1,NMAX) 
.1H FORMA1(1nx,10(F10.4) /) 

R0 r9 CUNTINDE 
C nEFINE TARGET LOCATIONS 

kEAO(5.9n) INTEHx,INTERY,NCENTX,NCENTY 
90 fOR1AT(4T3) 

wRITE(r,c5) INTERX,INTERY,NCENTX,NCENTY 
35 y5 FORMAT( //A POW SPACING OF HYPOTHETICAL SIGNAL LOCATIONS 1NTERx= 

*113/4 rOLUNN SPACING OF HYPOTHETICAL SIGNAL LOCATIONS INTERY 
i 4,I3 /4 ROW SPACING OF ACTUAL SIGNALS NCENTX = 4913/ 
4 , COLUMN SPACING OF ACTUAL SIGNALS NCENTY = ,I3////) 
oD 100 I =1,N1 

90 nFA(I)=0 
(C0 i\HITS(I) =0 
C CALCnLATE LIm1TS FOP INTEGER VA(IANLES 

IMIr1 =1 
JmIN =1 

95 IMAx_NSAmPx -MMAX 1 
JMAx =NSAr+PY- NMAX41 
IPTSYzNSAM1'Y- NMAX1 
M1 =1 

C SIT uP INITIAL DENSITY MATRIX 
100 KwnKT =F1 

00 330 K =1,MMAx 
U0 330 I =1,NSAMPY 
CALL PEAHEN 

33!1 OM(K,I) =HENS 
105 NROw =MMAX 

NRU =NROw41- (MMAX.NCENTX) 
LOGICB= .rALSE. 

C LOGICA IS TRUE IF ROa CONTAINS ANY HYPOTHETICAL SIGNALS 
LOGICA =(mRU /INTE.RX*INTERX.EO.NRO) 

110 IF(.NOT.(.OGICA) GU TO 420 
C IOGICt IS TRUE IF ROW CONTAINS ANY ACTUAL SIGNALS 

LOGICN =(NRU /NSUNX *NSUHX.EU.NRO) 
C FORM LOOP TO PROCESS EACH COLUMN 
370 00 405 J =JMIN,JMAA 

115 ICOL =J- NCENTY 
IF(. NOT .(ICOL /IN1ERY *INTEPY.EO.ICOL)1 GO TO 40S 

K1 =J- JMIr-4-1 
K2 =K1NMAx -1 

C PERFORM CONVOLUTION OPERATION ON FACH SAMPLE POINT 

120 UP(K1) =0. 
L5 =1 
L1 =M1 
L2 =MMAX 
FLAG =O 

125 390 00 400 L =L1,L2 
KS =1 

00 395 K=K1,K2 
UPSuM SP(KS,LS) *Um(L,K) **2 
UP (K1) =DP (r 1) CI'SUsi 



137 ivy KS =K51 
4.00 LS =L51 

IF (M1.En.1.UR.FLAG.EU.1) GO TO 405 
FLAG =1 
Liz). 

135 L2 =M1-1 
GO TO 39n 

405 CONTINUE 
410 CALL ROwoUT 

420 DO 440 Isl,NSAMPY 
140 CALL REAnEN 

440 DM(M1,1)cfENS 
NROw= NRUM'41 

500 N1 =r.i141..M1 /MMAX*MMAX 
NRO =NROw.1.(P1AX.NCENTX) 

145 LOGICH= .FALSE. 
C LOGICA I5 TRUE IF ROw CONTAINS ANY HYPOTHETICAL SIGNALS 

LOGICA =(HRU /INTERX(s.INTERX.EO.NRO) 
IF(.NOT.IOGICA) OU TO 420 

C 1.OGIC8 IS TRUE IF ROEa CONTAINS ANY ACTUAL SIGNALS 
150 LOGICHe (NRU /NSU8A *NSUHX.EQ.NRO) 

00 TO 37n 
1000 STOP 1 

END 

SUBu0UTINE kLAnEN FORTRAN ExTENOEO VERSION 2.0 /C 
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01/28/70 12. 

SU4aOUTINE REAUrN 
COMt-tON/RFAUEN/KwUKT,DENS,NSUUY.NFA,NHITS,IO,NLEVEL,COMPAR,THRESH 
01MF_NSTUN CONPAH(50),ThRE:SH(50),IU(50),NFA(50),NHITS(50) 
OIMENSION U(50),PttC,NFA(501 

05 I'(KWOKT..NSUY) 40.40,10 
10 tsVFFER IN (1,1) (0(I),U(NSu6Y)1 

IF(uNIT(T)) 30,20,50 
20 0RITE(6.71) 
21 FORMAT(/////7X,1nN,8X0,LAMDA C*,7X,*COMPARo.8X,*NHITS*,6X,*NFA*, 

10 dX.*PFR('ENT mISSES4.3X,oPERCENT FALSE ALARMS*/5X,5H*****.5X, 
3 9H*********,4)(,NH*********.7X,5Ho****,5X.5N*****(17X,14H*******o** 
4****,6x,14H**********o***//) 
N1=NLEVEL.1 
no 22 I=I,N1 

15 0(I)=NHITS(I) 
22 PRCNFA(11SNFA(I) 

L.0 23 I=1 iwLEVLL 
J=NLEVEL.1-I 
0(J)çD(J).0(J1) 

20 23 PRCNFA(J)ePRCNFA(J).PRCNFA(J1) 
UNOT=U(1) 
PRCNOT=PPCwFA(1) 
00 24 I=1,N1 
U(I)=(1.oD(I)/UNUT)*100. 

25 24 PRCNFA(I)=PRCNFA(I)/PRCNOTo100. 
wRITE(5,75) (IU(I).NNITS(I),NFA(I),0(I).PRCNFA(I),THRESH(I), 

9 COMPAR(T),I=1.N1) 
25 FORMAT(5)(,I3,37X,I3,7X.I3,11X+F7.2,14X,F7.2/15X,1PE9.2,5X,OPF7.2) 

STOP 2 
30 30 KwDKT=1 

41 UENS=O(KwDKT) 
GO TO 90 

5n PRINT 51 
51 FORMAT (* PARITY ERROR IN TAPE OF UENSITY READINGS *) 

35 GO TO 20 
9!1 KwOKT=KwnKT1 

RETURN 
END 
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SUbAOUTINE k04qu1 FORTRAN EXTENDED VERSION 2.0 /C 01/28/70 12. 

SUHROUTINE k040U1 
COMo-tON/7FAUEN/rcwJrcT.UENS.NSUHYvNFA.NNI TS.IDrNLEVEL.COn!?Ak.THRESH 

COMMON/kOwUUI/NPTSY,UP,N"aAX,INTEkY,NCENTY,LOGICA,LOGICti 
UIMFNSTON UP(130),NfA(50).NHITSt50),ID(50),COMPAR(50).THkESH(50) 

)5 LOGICAL LOGICA.LOGICtf 

00 100 Iß1.NPTSY 
IF(.NOT.(.OGICAI GU To 100 
ICOL=T-NrEN1Y 
IF(.NOT.(ICOL/IN1ERYu1NTEkY.EO.ICOL)) GO 10 100 

10 IF(LOGICH.NND.ICUL/NSUBY*NSUHY.EQ.ICOL) GO TO 55 

KLIIE=-1 
GO TO 75 

65 KLUE=1 
75 00 HO J=1,NLEVEL 

15 IFIDP(I)-COMPAkIJ)) 95,80,80 
NO CONTINUE 
95 IF(KLUE) 98,100999 
9H NFA(J)=NFA(J)1 

GO TO lOn 
20 99 NMITS(J)=NHITS(J)+1 

100 CONTINUE 
RE Tt)RN 
END 
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APPENDIX III 

MULTIPL OUTPUT 

PROCESSING ASSUMING MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE 

RUN NUMBER 19 
INPUT DATA FROM SIMULATION NUMBER 15 

DESCRIPTION OF INPUT UAIA 

TYPE OF SIGNAL- 3X3 NANDLIM SQUARE 
TYPE OF NOISF- MULTIPLICATIVE 
BACKGROUND DFNSITY- ULF ,4O = .F00 
STANDARD OFVTATION OF NOISE- SIrMAO = .163 

PROCESSING INFnRmATION 

NUMBER OF ROWS IN UNIT SIGNAL MATRIx- NSUBX = 20 
NUMBER OF PODS IN DATA NpTRIX- NSAMPA = 400 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN UNIT SIGNAL MATRIx- NSUBY = 20 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN DATA ma/Rix- NSAKPY = 100 
NUMBER OF ROWS IN PROCESSING SIGNAL- NMAX = 5 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN PROFESSING SIGNAL- NMAx = 5 

NOISE ASSUMPTIONS 

TYPE OF NOISE DISTRIaUTION ASSUMED- MULTIPLICATIVE 
BACKGROUND OF NOISE ASSUMEU- OZFRU = .500 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NOISE ASSUM:'D- SIIMAO = .163 

SIGNAL OESCRIPTIUN 

0.000 .030 .030 .030 0.000 
.030 .930 .960 .930 .030 
.030 96n .990 .960 .030 
.030 931 .960 .930 .030 

0.000 .03r) .030 .030 0.000 

AMPLITUDE OF SIGNALS = .20 

BIAS = .9721 

DESCRTPTInN OF PROCESSING SIGNAL, SP(M.N) 

0.0000 .0119 .0119 .0119 0.0000 
.0119 .2711 .2715 .2711 .0119 
.0119 .2.775 .203l .2775 .0119 
.0119 .2711 .2779 .2711 .0119 

0.0000 .0119 .0119 .0119 0.0000 

ROW SPACING OF HyFOTHETICAL SIGNAL LOCATIONS INTERX= 5 
COLUMN SPACING CF HYPUTHFTICAL SIGNAL LOCATIONS 1NTEMY = 5 
ROW SPACINb OF ACTUAL SIGNALS NCEN1X = w 

COLUMN SPACING OF ACTuLL SIGNALS NCENTY = ß 
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N LARDA C COMPAR NNITS NFA PERCENT MISSES PERCENT FALSE ALARMS 
11444 444044444 4044r44D4 44DO4 114400 O0*0004O000000 00000000000000 

1 o 484 0.00 100.00 
1.00F -01 .a5 

2 0 57 0.00 22.63 
1.50E. -0' .a7 

3 1 56 0.00 18.56 
2.50E -01 .00 

4 0 47 1.00 14.56 
4.00E -01 .02 

5 1 30 1.00 11.21 
6.50E -01 .05 

6 0 40 2.00 9.06 
1.00E00 .07 

7 
1 12 2.00 6.21 

1.451.00 .09 
8 o 11 3.00 5.35 

2.00E00 1.61 
9 0 11 3.00 4.51 

2.80E00 1.63 
10 1 4 3.00 3.78 

3.90E.00 1.6 
11 0 16 4.00 3.14 

5.501.00 1.66 
12 2 5 4.00 2.00 

7.50E+00 1.68 
13 3 5 6.00 1.64 

1,0ÚF ̂1 1.0,9 

14 3 7 9.00 1.28 

1.4~1.:1 1.11 
15 0 2 12.00 .79 

2,001.41 1.13 
16 1 2 12.00 .64 

2.801)1 1.15 
17 3 4 13.00 .50 

3.9:)1'1 1.17 
18 6 16.00 .21 

5.50E +01 1.19 
19 2 22.00 .14 

7.50F1,1 1.20 
20 2 0 24.00 .07 

1,00F02 1.22 
21 2 1 26.00 .07 

1.45EJ2 1.24 
22 0 0 20.00 0.00 

2.00F02 1.75 
73 2 0 28.00 0.00 

2.80E12 1.17 
74 0 o 30.00 0.00 

3.901.02 1.79 
25 4 0 30.00 0.00 

5.50E +1,2 1.11 
26 4 0 34.00 0.00 

7.50E +02 1.13 
27 6 34.00 0.00 

1.00E+03 1.14 
28 7 0 44.00 0.00 

1.451.03 1.16 
29 2 0 51.00 0.00 

2.00E+03 1.18 
30 4 53.00 0.00 

2.80F +03 1.40 
31 4 0 57.00 0.00 

3.90E13 1.41 
32 4 0 61.00 0.00 

5.54103 1.43 
33 3 0 65.00 0.00 

7.50E03 1.45 
74 4 O 68.00 0.00 

1.001+04 1.46 
35 5 0 72.00 0.00 

1.50-004 1.48 

36 2 0 77.00 0.00 

2.501 +04 1.y1 
37 5 0 79.00 o.00 

4.00F04 1.s4 
18 2 0 84.00 0.00 

6.50':4~4 1.0;6 

19 3 0 86.00 0.00 

1.00E +05 
40 11 0 89.00 0.00 
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